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TRANSNUCLEAR, INC.'

Capabilities and Experience Relevant to
Storage and Transportation Systems

-and Transportation Services
for Spent Fuel, Radioactive Waste "

- and other Radioactive Materials

I. INTRODUCTION

.Transnuclear, 'Inc. provides specialized services for the nuclear fuel cycle that support
" transportation, storage, and handling of spent nuclear fuel, radioactive waste, and other radioactive.

materials. Transnuclear was incorporated in the State of New York in 1965.;

Transnuclear, Inc. has been involved in the design, analysis, fabrication, testing, certification and
operation of numerous packagings for spent fuel, radioactive waste, and other radioactive
materials for nearly. three decades. During this time Transnuclear has developed and
demonstrated the full capabilities required for. successful support of customer needs for
procurement and operation of spent fuel canisiers, and transportation and storage systems. This
expertise is not limited to the packagings themselves, but extends to all considerations needed for
operation, such as canister lifting and handling equipment, vacuum drying equipment, transport
frames and trailers, operating procedures, training, and quality assurance.

Transnuclear, Inc. is a member of the international Transnuclear Group, a worldwide organization
• of affiliated companies employing more than 100 engineers with special expertise in fuel cycle
Y•,, engineering, operations and transportation. The Transnuclear Group has operations in France, the

• United Kingdom, Belgium, Spain and Japan in addition to the United States.

- Transnuclear, Inc., in close cooperation with other members of the Transnuclear Group, has
, developed innovative nuclear material transport and storage systems since its formation. The

Group pioneered the use of dry tansport of spent fuel, the only method now being used in the
United States..

.7 - °In the area of special equipment development, Transnuclear has developed equipment designs for
positioning and loading large spent fuel casks onto- rail cars; a design for a dry vault storage
system for spent fuel canisters that includes equipment for 'cask handling and for unloading the -

canisters into the vault; a design for a 40 ton cask handling system that includes equipment for
vertical lifting, a variable angle horizontal lifting system, remotely operated fuel handling tools,
cask lifting and transport frames and transport trailers; and, in a study for. EPRI, a conceptual

. design for a dry spent fuel transfer'system to move fuel from a limited access pool via a smalf
transfer cask to the transfer facility and to remotely unload the fuel into a. large dry.storage or
transport cask.

-. " Transnuclear has extensive experience in transporting radioactive materials. This experience
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includes domestic as well as international shipments of spent fuel, uranium hexafluoride, and
other radioactive materials. Transnuclear's experience includes loading- and unloading-site and
facility surveys; design and fabrication of facility/package system interface equipment; package
tiedown and restraint designs for tiuck, railroad car, and ship carriage; package maintenance; and
transportation planning and implementation.

Transnuclear has a very broad base of skills, with specialists in the mechanical, nuclear,
structural, transportation and quality assurance disciplines. Additionally, Transnuclear maintains
a support staff including traffic managers and administrative service personnel. This engineering
talent represents many person-years of nuclear experience and is just one of the reasons for
Transnuclear's position of leadership in fuel cýcle supportservices.

Transnuclear personnel fo: the major areas of engineering responsibility (structural, thermal and
nuclear, and operations) are all senior engineers, averaging more than 15 years 'of direct
experience.in the nuclear industry in their respective disciplines. All have advanced engineering
degrees and have authored technical papers related to iheir disciplines'ind to transport and storage

'cask systems. In addition, each has been involved in the design, licensing/certification, testing,
and fabrication of major packaging, handling and storage systems. The senior members of the
transportation section' each have more than 20 years of experience coordinating the transport oji.
radioactive material and the section head is an engineer with an advanced ,degree which permits
excellent liaison with the engineering section.

Transnuclear, Inc. personnel are also involved in furthering progress in the. nuclear industry by

maintaining active membership in many key technical and policy committees of:

U.S. Council for Energy Awareness.

American National Standards Institute• ° American Nuclear Society '
"American Society of Mechanical Engineers

.- American Society of Testing and Materials*

Active participation on and leadership of such committees indicates the level of commitment of
* Transnuclear to this industry.

The Transnuclear Group is recognized as one of the world leaders in providing transport and
storage systems and related equipment for spent fuel, radioactive waste, and other radioactive
materials, as well as supporting services.

II. EXPERIENCE

Transnuclear, Inc. and the Transnuclear. Group have been involved with the development of
nuclear. material transport and storage systems starting with the TN-2 sppent fuel transport cask
in 1966. Over the last decade, the Group has developed a family of high payload, dry casks for
the transport of spent fuel from light water reactors to storage facilities or reprocessing centers
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and for the on-site storage of spent fuel.• Transport casks designed for highway, rail and marine
transport are presently being used for spent fuel shipments within the United States, within
Europe; between Japan and Europe, and between Europe and the United States. Several models
for different types of fuel at a variety of reactor plants. The maj6rity. of the light water reactor

- spent fuel shipped to the COGEMA reprocessing facility in France and the BNFL reprocessing.
facility in the U.K. is packaged in casks designed, certified, manufactured, and operated by the
Transnuclear Group. More than 90 of the TN-I 2 series of rail and marine transport casks are in
operation throughout the world, with additional units planned for the future. Ten of the TN-8/9

..series of truck casks are in operation around the world. In addition, approximately 85%-of all
shipments of spent fuel from• test reactors in Europe to DOE reprocessing facilities has been

.. handled by the Transnuclear Group.

Transnuclear, Inc.,has developed an Advanced Storage Cask design that is consistent with
utilities' storage needs and the price levels that utilities are.willing to pay to. meet those dry
storage needs. The basis for Transnuclear Inc.'s Advanced Storage Cask design is the TN-12
transport cask and the TN-BRP and TN-REG storage/transport casks. The TN-BRP and -REG
designs were the first high capacity storage cask designs and were developed in the mid-80's for

S •Nuclear Fuel Services. These casks were certified for tranisport by.the NRC in 1989 and 1990,
respectively, and are suitable for spent fuel storage although no application for storage approval
was submitted to the NRC. These designs utilized a ferritic steel body for both containment and

- shielding. This material meets the NRC requirements for protection against brittle fracture. The
design concept for the basket was developed jointly with UST&D, Inc. By selecting a basket

•. supplier and jointly developing a basket utilizing existing technology, production lines, and
fabrication practices already approved by the NRC,.learning curve costs were reduced.

Based on experience with design, 'certification, fabrication, and operation of these cask designs,
Transnuclear, Inc, in cooperation with its parent company, Transnucleaire, designed the TN-24
as a spent fuel storage/transport cask. The capacity of this design is 24 PWR or 52 BWR
assemblies. The NRC alppoved the topical report for this design for utility reference in ISFSI
applications based on 10 CFR 72 requirements.. Subsequently, the NRC issued Certificate of
-Compliance No. 1005 in accordance with I OCFR72 Subpart'L .for this design. The TN-24P
(prototýpe) was fabricated for Virginia Power as jiart of their Cooperative Agreement with DOE
for a spent fuel storage demonstration. This demonstration was successfully completed.

Experience with the'design, certification, and fabrication of these casks allowed Transnuclear to
develop an optimum design for commercial spent fuel storage through use of a multi-shell body,

. and a lighter, more efficient basket design. This optimization is reflected in the designs of the
- " TN-32 and'TN-40. "

The Advanced Storage Cask design 'concept has a capacity of 32 to more than 40 "
* assemblies or up to 69 BWR assemblies in a cask Weighing a maximum of 125 ton. T"he design

. separates the shielding function from the containment function, much like concrete storage
•s'stems have done, significantly reducing.the material costs of the casks. This approach requires

- .a multi-shell cask body, but since multiple shells have already been approved by the NRC'(e.g.,
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stainless steel and lead), this is an accepted design modification.

The details of the activities that are summarized above are the section below titled "Spent Fuel
and Radioactive Waste Packaging Systems". .

Transnuclear, Inc. has completed.two development projects for canister for failed lighf water
reactor fuel -assemblies. These projects involved the design' of the canisters, certification of
transport casks for use of the canisters, and procurement of the canisters.

Transnuclear, Inc. developed canisters for standard Dresden-I spent fuel and special canisters to
hold failed D-1 fuel. Trinsnuclear also obtained a Certificate of Compliance amendment for its
TN-9 transport cask to permit transport of the specially-canistered failed fuel, the first cask
vendor to obtain NRC approval of failed fuel canisters and failed fuel transport..

Transnuclear, Inc..also developed spent fuel transport canisters for failed; grossly deformed and
damaged Oyster Creek fuel. As.with the Dresden fuel-, Transnuclear, Inc. obtained a Certificate
of. Compliance amendment for. its TN-9,.transport cask to permit transport of the
specially-canistered failed fuel.

Special nuclear materials handling equipment was also provided to meet unique interface.
iequirements at the West Valley site. Handling equipment for the fuel asemblies, canisters and
canister lids designed for both local and remote operation were furnished, al6ng with design
documentation, operating and maintenance procedures and technical manuals. Special spent fuel
and canister handling equipment for both remote and local operation was also designed and
provided for use at the reactor pools "

Transnuclear, Inc. also provides equipment and engineering services as partof waste removal and
' disposal programs at several nuclear stations, under contract to a waste handling service

contractor.

In support of these programs, Transnuclear, Inc. designed, supplied, inspected and tested a special
canister, compatible with the TN-8L cask, for transporting irradiated non-fuel core components
tothe Barnwell Waste Disposal Site. Transnuclear, Inc. also developed an innovative approach
to allow horizontal unloading of the waste canisters from the cask. This approach required a
unique system for dry horizontal removal of the lid from a loaded cask and a special, adjustable

unloading platform onto which the waste cahisters could be remotely withdrawn and lowered into
the ground for burial..The system was designed, developed, procured and tested byTransnuclear.

The experience described above is detailed in the section below titled "Canistering, Handling and
Transfer Systems", .. .

In additi6n to'the projects and products discussed, Transnuclear, Inc. has been involved in design
and engineering studies of equipment, facilities, and systems .for the handling, pac~kaging,
transportation of spent fuel or other radioactive materials. Transnuclear, Inc. -was. selected for
these studies because of its experience and capabilities'as described above. These activities are
described in the section below that details Transnuclear, Inc.'s "Systems Engineering, Evaluation
and Development" experience.
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Ill. CAPABILITIES

J Transnuclear, Inc. has been involved in the design, analysis, fabrication, testing,, licensing and
. operation of numerous packagings and containers for spent fuel, radioactive waste, and other

radioactive materials for three decades. During this time Transnuclear, Inc. has developed the
full capabilities required for successful design, certification, procurement, fabrication, and
operation of radioactive material packaging systems. This expertise is not limited to the
packagings, but extends.to all considerations needed for operation, such as canister systems,

S.• lifting and handling equipment, vacuum drying equipment, transport frames and trailers, operating
" procedures, training, and quality assurance.,.

.Transnuclear, Inc. has a staff of. graduate engineers principally located at the corporate
headquarters .in Hawthorne, New York. A field office in Aiken, South Carolina, provides
additional. engineering support. The combined staff of these two offices has the skills and.

* experience that is necessary to carry out nuclear, mechanical, structural, .and thermal design,
* . analyses and testing for development and NRC or DOE licensing of handling, storage and

transportation. systems.-

Particular areas in which Transnuclear has expertise relevant to packaging, transportation, and
storage of spent, fuel include:

- o QA Program and plan development in c6mpliance with the requirements of the'

" NRC and NQA-l for design, fabrication,' and operations;

° Preparation of design criteria consistent with regulatory requirements of IOCFR71.

and 1OCFR72.

° 0 Performance of design calculations and analyses to meet regulatory requirements
. of- OCFR71 and IOCFR72;.

° periormance of components testing;

' performance of certification testing to the criteria of IOCFR71;

'. preparation of certification documentation (Design Reports, Safety Analysis

Reports, Topical Reports) consistent with regulatory guidance;

developing performance analyses and predictions;

carrying out design optimization based on technical and economic considerations;

°. development of specification packages; "

preparation of concept, detail, fabrication and assembly drawings, *

° 0 performance of hardware procurement and fabrication follow;

." • .. 5
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0 operations and maintenance procedure development; and'

preparation and presentation of training programs.

- All activities are carried out in accordance with' Transnuclear, Inc.'s corporate Quality Assurance
'Program which has been approved by the NRC in accordance with IOCFR7I and IOCFR72, and
which has been accepted under I OCFR5O. Additionally, the Quality Assurance Program has been

. audited and approved for compliance With NQA-I, with supplements, by a USDOE site operating
contractor.

% I
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-IV. DETAILS OF TRANSNUCLEAR, INC.'s RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Spent Ftiel and Radioactive Waste Packaging Systems

1. Design, License, Testing and Suiply of TN-FSV Transport Casks for Public
Service of Colorado

: .In September'1992, Tiansnuclear, Inc. was awarded a subconitract by Foster.Wheeler'

Energy Corporation (FWEC) for the design, licensing and fabrication of a cask systemdesigned for the transport of canistered High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor spent fuel.

* The spent fuel is from the Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Plant and is presently stored in canisters.
at the Public Service of Colorado (PSC) ISFSI. The cask System, designated the TN-FSV,
is similar to the TN-RAM cask. .It is a right circular cylinder fabricated of lead and
stainless steel with a maximum loaded weight of 25 tons, including wood-filled impact
limiters attached at both ends of the cylindrical body. The subcontract is for two casks
with transport trailers, spare parts and ancillary equipment for cask operations.

The Safety'AnalysisReport, based on Transnuclear, Inc.'s design and analysis of the TN-
* FSV, was submitted by PSC to the NRC in April 1993, more than a month ahead of.

schedule. Transnuclear, Inc. met with the NRC to discuss pertinent licensing issues and
how the TN-FSV design addresses those issues. The NRC responded favorably to the
TN-FSV design and suggested areas that should be further examined and the approach
that should be taken in scaled testing. ,.,

:•,,jTo assure that the' TN-FSV meets all. regulatory requirements, Transnuclear, Inc.
designed and implemented a comprehensive test, program to complement the

design and certification analyses. Static and dynamic testing were performed on one-half
scale models of the impact limiters. The results were' evaluated and, following a meeting
with the NRC to discuss the tests, were added to the Safety Analysis Reportand submitted
-to the NRC in February 1994. The NRC issued Certificate of Compliance No. 9253 for

* the TN-FSV to Public Service of Colorado on June 15, 1994, only 15 months after the.
original application.

S-The fabrication of two casks and trailers is underway with delivery expected in early
1995.

• Transnuclear, Inc.'s NRC-approved QA program is being applied to all safety-related
* -. .. aspects of this project. . .. •

2. Design. Licensing and SupplY of Advanced Stoiage Casks for Northern States
Power and Virginia Power.

.. These projects are the first involving the use of Transnucleai, Inc.'s Advanced Storage
• • Cask design, which, for PWR fuel, is represented by the TN-32/40 cask design series.
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.in 1989, Transnuclear, Inc. was awarded a contractby Northern States Power for the-
.*. design and licensing of a cask system specifically designed for the. 14x14 fuel used at

NSP's Prairie Island plant. The cask system, designated the TN-40, is designed for 14x14
- fuel which has a'smaller cross-section than standard PWR fuel (i.e., 15x15, 16x16, or

S.17x17 arrays) and, therefore, can hold 40 rather than 32 assemblies.

The design and analysis of the TN-40 was completed by Transnuclear, Inc. and Northern
States Power submitted the Safety Analysis Report for the Prairie Island Independent
-Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI), including the TN-40 design and analysis, to the
• NRC in August, 1990, Transnuclear, Inc. met with NRC to discuss pertinent licensing

: . issues and how the TN-40 'design addressed those issues. Transnuclear, Inc. also
responded satisfactorily to all NRC questions and achieved NRC acceptance of the TN-40' .
design. The NRC issued the Prairie Island Station ISFSI license in October, 1993.
Transnuclear, Inc.. begin fabricating TN-40 casks in November, 1992, and expects to

_ deliver at least 17.
.. rg o d -i cert.

.. ' Transnuclear, Inc. was selected by Virginia Power in May, 1993, to design, certify and
* fabricate fourteen TN-32 casks for use it its Surry ISFSI. The TN-32 cask design has a

capacity of 32 of the Surry 15x1 5 PWR assemblies, butis basically the same design as,_ ..-
the TN-40. 7 "

The design and analysis for the TN-32 was completed in late 1993 and the Topical Safety
Analysis Report was submitted to the NRC by Transnuclear, Inc. in December, 1993.
Transnuclear, Inc. will receive the NRC approval of the Topical Report. Virginia Power
will reference the .approved Topical Report in their request to the NRC to amend the.
Surry ISFSI license to allow use of the TN-32 at Surry.

The fabrication of the cask bodies, fuel baskets and supporting hardware.is subcontracted'
to U.S. fabricators with whom Transnuclear, Inc. has previous cask fabrication experience.
Transnuclear, Inc. has subcontracted the performance of testing on some aspects of the

• design to testing service organizations...

, Transnuclear, Inc. has applied its NRC-approved QA program for all design, testing,
licensing and procurement aspects of these projects.

. 3. Storage/Transport Cask Systems for Nuclear Fuel Services. Inc. fNFS)

. ' This project is representative of Transnuclear, Inc.'s experience in design, certification,
fabrication and timely delivery of innovative packaging systems. Under contract to NFS,

* Transnuclear, Inc. agreed t9o sujply two, DOE-certified, forged steel storage/transport '
casks of innovative design and high capacity for removing NFS's spent fuel from the
former reprocessing facility at West Valley, New York. These casks, 'weighing in excess
of 100 tons,•were designed to contain piore spent fuel assemblies than any previous casks.
and remain the highest capacity storage casks ever delivered. Cask.handling equipmenrt,
ancillary *systems and the cask fail transporters were also provided, along with operating

• and maintenance procedures. This work was part of the DOE West Valley Demonstration
• 'Project.
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Transnuclear, Inc. developed and designed the two Type B packaging systems, designated
the TN-BRP and TN-REG. Two Safety Analysis Reports for Packaging (SARP's) were
prepared and submitted to Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) which acied as DOE's
independent reviewer of the SARP's for compliance with DOE's-transport regulations..

- Transnuclear, Inc. responded to all ORNL questions on a timely basis and after
completion of the 'review, ORNL recommended to DOE-ID that a Certificate of

•" Compliance (COC) be issued.

Subsequently, DOE decided to submit the designs to NRC and contracted with
Transnuclear, Inc. to apply for the transport COC from NRC. Transnuclear, Inc. prepared.

. .a Certification Plan that called ,for early interaction with NRC to identify the major"
.certification issues and approaches to resolving them. During this period, the contract was

. suspended while DOE negotiated with New York State about the disposition of spent fuel
at West Valley.

" When contract work was resumed, Transnuclear, Inc.. worked with EG&G, Sandia
National Laboratory (SNL), DOE and NRC to obtain transport certification. Transnuclear,

' Inc. revised the. SAR's for both cask designs and submitted them to the NRC in support
- of an. application for transport certification under 1OCFR71.

Several meetings were held with NRC, and Transnuclear, Inc. responded to NRC
questions on the TN-BRP -and .TN-REG casks. Transnuclear, Inc. also conducted

* engineering testing and scale model design yerification. testing of impact limiters with
* . SNL to support the NRC review.

In .January, 1989, the final TN-BRP SAR was submitted to NRC. In July,1989, NRC
issued Ceriificate of Compliince (COC) No. 71-9202 for the TN-BRP.. The TN-REG

S .final SAR was submitted in September, 1989. An NRC COC for the TN-REG, number
" 71-9206, was received in May, 1990. These are the first storage -cask designs ever

" certified for transport in the U.S.
. -° . -I

* Transnuclear, Inc. was responsible for the testing,. fabrication, delivery and inspection of
the casks and supporting equipment and systems. In the summer of 1985, both casks were

-.... delivered ahead of schedule; 19 months after the date of the contract. This is an example
" of Transnuclear, Inc.'s experience in, and capabilities-for, meeting schedules for

innovative cask designs. The design innovations of the TN-BRP and TN-REG casks
include: a new, ferritic 'steel cask body material developed by Transnuclear, Inc. and .
Kobe Steel that meets NRC fracture toughness and brittle fracture requirements; a cask

. body design' that requires no neutron-specific shielding, a concept pioneered by
Transnuclear, Inc.; and a novel fuel -basket design incorporating structural.strength and
criticality control into a single material, another design feature developed by Transnuclear,

SInc.. . *. . • .

,. .. Transnuclear, Inc.' applied its NRC-approved QA program:.for all of the' design,
procurement, fabricationi and testing aspects of this contract. .. •.
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4. Prot0type Spent Fuel Storage Cask for Virginia Power

Transnuclear, Inc. designed the TN-24, a spent futil storage/transport cask for long term
dry storage of 24 PWR or 52 BWR intact assemblies wýeighing in excess of 100 tons. In

'"July' 1988, Transnuclear, Inc. prepared a final Topical Report with all licensing analyses
and submitted it to NRC for approval under 10CFR72. A Topical Report is essentially-"
the same as a SAR for transport packagings. In July, 1989, NRC approved the Topical
Report, less than, 12 months after the final Topical Report was submitted. Utilities can

. reference the TN-24 in their applications for licensing of independent spent fuel storage.
installations. Subsequently, in 1993, the NRC issued Certificate of Compliance No. 1005

.. for the TN-24 storage cask design in accordance'*with the.requirements of I 0CFR72.

• Transnuclear, Inc. procured a prototype of theTN-24 spent fuel storage cask, designated
the TN-24P, from Kobe Steel of Tokyo, Japan, under contract with Virginia Power. This
prototype, designed in cooperation'with our affiliate, Transnucleaire S.A. of Paris, France,
was fabricated as -part of a development program with Kobe Steel and was sold to

. Virginia Power under a fixed price contract as part of their cooperative demonstration
program with DOE. Transnuclear, Inc., Inc. provided the QA program support for our
affiliate, and the procurement and fabrication-follow for the cask and special features
required by.Virginia Power. The cask was delivered ahead of schedule in September,.
1985,' and was loaded with intact fuel for a drystorage demonsiration at Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory. This demonstration was successfully, completed in'1986. The
TN-24P was also loaded and tested with consolidated fuel. in canisters for the first .large
scale demonstration of dry storage of consolidated fuel in metal casks. The TN-24P is

• " the onply dry storage. cask in the world to have stored as many as 48 assemblies of
consolidated fuel.

Transnuclear, Inc. applied its NRC-approved QA program. for all of the design,
* procurement, fabrication and testing aspectý of the special cask features required by

Virginia Power..

":" 5. Overweight Truck Spent Fuel Transport Cask Systems

• This project was a complex engineering and procurement, effort, during, which
• Transnuclear, Inc. designed, developed, tested, certified and managed the fabrication of

.six large transport cask systems of the TN-8, TN-8L and TN-9 designs. Transnuclear,
Inc. also. designed and -provided cask handling eqUipmeni, ancillary systems, and trailers;
and prepared operating and maintenance procedures and Technical Manuals. Three of the

* .,casks were, for Transnuclear, Inc.'s ownership, two were• sold to Nuclear Transport
Limited (NTL), and one was sold to Comrfionwealth Edison. Four of the six casks are
currently in use in the U.S. and the, other two NRC-licensed.casks are being used in
- " urope by NTL.

The TN-8 and iN-8L cairy 3 PWR..spent fuel assemblies and the TN-9 carries 7 BWR
* assemblies. The casks are constructed.of steel with lead for gamma shielding and resin

for neutron shielding. These were the first casks licensed, in the U.S. to ship spent fuel
in a dry environment.dry

- - •10" "



Transnuclear, Inc. designed these casks, prepared and submitted the SAR's to the NRC.
for review and approval, defended the SAR's by responding to NRC questions, and
obtained-NRC certification for both designs (COC Nos. 9015 and 9016). The certification
process involved scale model testing as well as analytical justification of the designs.
Transnuclear, Inc. applied its NRC-approved QA program for all of the design, testing,
certification and fabrication aspects of this project.

S . Since the original. certification, Transnuclear, Inc. has continued to Work with NRC by
submitting requests for amendments to the TN-8, TN-8L- and TN-9 COC's. These
amendments have been obtained for transporting contents with characteristics different
from those in the, original SAR, including:

a method for the transport of failed fuel; Transnuclear, Inc. was the first cask

supplier to receive a COC revision allowting shipment of failed fuel; . -

h- te tiansport of irradiated, non-fuel bearing core components; and

-." . the use of a newly designed'id for the TN-8/81 Which increases the length of the
cask internal cavity. .

" 6. Design. Analysis and Certification of the TN-RAM Waste Transport Packaging
-" System

In mid-1988, Transnuclear, Inc. began development of the TN-RAM cask system. The
TN-RAM cask is a Type B transport packaging configured as a right circular cylinder and

., " .. designed for the transport of dry, irradiated, high-activity components. The packaging is
fabricated of lead and stainless steel with a maximum loaded weight of less than 40 tons,
including .wood-filled impact limiters attached at bothenrds of the cylindrical cask body.

The system also includes a transport trailer with a personnel barrier, handling equipment,
waste canisters, -and assorted ancillary equipment for cask operations. Operation and
maintenance manuals have also been -prepared.

- : Transnuclear, Inc. developed the certification plan and prepared the SAR and application
to NRC for transport certification of the TN-RAM cask, consistent with the plan. In early

. .December 1988, NRC began its review.of the SAR. Transnuclear, Inc. met with NRC
* " prior'to submitting the SAR.and on several occasions thereafter to assure that all issues.

were being addressed to NRC's satisfaction. Because of early and regular interface with
" NRC in accordance with the certification plan, Transnuclear, Inc. was able to meet NRC

requirements and maintain the licensing and fabrication schedules. On September 14,
* * .1989, NRC issued COC No. 71-9233 for'the.TN-RAM,• a certification review period of

only nine months: In -April, 1989, fabrication• of the TN-RAM was initiated by
Transnuclear, Inc.'s subcontractor for fabrication. Additionally, fabrication of the TN-
RAM trailer system Was also released. -On October 10, 1989, the TN-RAM transport cask
system was delivered. The cask began operations in November* 1989.

Transnuclear, Inc.'s NRC-a'pproved QA program was applied to all safety-related aspects
of this project... "

* . •11
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7.. Design of Transportation System. for the Hanford K-Basin Spent Fuel in
Multicanister Overpacks.

In January 1996, Westinghouse Hanford Company issued a. purchase order to
Transnuclear, Inc. for the Preliminary Design of a Cask and Conveyance System for the

I. . transport of canisters (MCO) from the K-Basins' Spent Fuel Pools to the Canister Storage
Building on the Hanford Site. The MCO.design is the responsibility of others. there are
two options (I and 2) to this purchase order: Option I is the final design, fabrication, and.
delivery of two casks and conveyance systems and the operating equipment; Option 2 is

. .. the fabrication and delivery of the, remaining three casks and conveyance systems. The
options will be awarded in accordance with the project milestones upon satisfactory
progress of the preliminary design. -

-The cask and cofiveyance system concept consists of a transport cask with a dedicated
semi-trailer. This cask is designated the TN-WHC cask. It will be designed to tr.ansport
a single Multiple Canister Overpack (MCO) loaded with spent fuel baskets from the K-
Basins Loadout Facility to the Canister Storage Building (CSB).

• - '. The transport cask consists of a body fabricated from stainless steel.forgings with welded
on trunnions and a bolted-on stainlesi steel lid. It incorporates features for ease of

* . loading, decontamination and routine handling. The designis intended to minimize cas --
maintenance and maximize in-service time and for ease of fabricability to enhance project_..-
completion.'

• The conveyance system is a semi-trailer which can be attached to a stafidard tractor. The
. trailer provides the necessary supports and attachment points for the tie-downof the cask.

Its design is intended to facilitate the transportation of the cask in the vertical orientation.

The operating equipment concept uses a Work platform and immersion pail to preclude
contamination arid facilitate simultaneous achievement of all the'above objectives. The
work platform is an I-Beam structure which spans the K-Basins' fuel cask loadout pits...
*It Will support the cask and'contents at a storage/woik elevation allowing ease of operator
access, and facilitate.lowering the casks to the pit floor elevation for loading with fuel
" : baskets. The platform is a passive structure that does not need *to be removed during the

normal cask operational. cycle. . "

The Transnuclear Team design approach for the TN-WHC packaging system is to assure
reliability, availability, and ALARA radiation exposures from the system through.
* appropriate material selection, simplicity, equipment design and operation, ahd operation
of the cask in an environment that is isolated from the major operating staff. In addition,
the design approach avoids changes in the K-Basin.facility.and roadways.

Transnuclear has formed a project team to perform the required scope of Work.
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: The Team members and their respective scopes of work forlthis Project are as follows:

• Transhuclear, Inc.*
Team Role: Team lead, project and contract management, quality assurance
Design products: cask, cask lift beam, cask trailer support system
Hardware procurement: lift beams'through fabrication vendor tbd

NAC International
Team Role: Operations equipment, basin/cask, and cask/MCO interfaces
coordination
Design products: work platform, pail, and related-equipment; trailer platform
Hardware procurement: work platform, pail, and related equipment, trailer
platform through fabrication vendor tbd --

* Nelson Manufacturing Company
Team Role: conveyance design and fabrication
Design products: conveyance
Hardware procurement: conveyance.

Precision Components Coiporation, Inc.
Team Role: cask fabrication, integrated testing tbd '
Design products: test facility tbd
Hardware procurement: none

NUMATEC, Inc.
Team Role: systems integration, design review, .and on-site coordination with

WHC
Design products: none
Hardware procurement: none

The project schedule calls for initiation of fuel transfers in December 1997..

8. Relicensing of the UF-6 Cylinder Overpacks

In 1995, design and fabrication issues involving the foam insulation' and valve protectors
• of the UF-6 overpacks fabricated by Nuclear Containers, Inc. (NCI) were brought to the
" . attention of the NRC and DOT. As a result of the insulation issue, the packages were

removed from service until the issue could be resolved. The US Enrichment Corporation
proposed a plan to the DOT and NRC to evaluate'approaches to resolving the issue. The

: plan for resolution chosen enabled the DOT and NRC to issue certificates that enabled the'
packages to be used for three months (NRC) and one year (DOT) while the issues are-
being resolved, -

. .- Tfansnuclear is leading the relicensing effort on the NCI-21PF-1 and the DOT-21PF-1
7, UF-6 cylinder overpacks. This project includes preparing a revised Safety Analysis Report

•. for the NCI package and preparing a submittal tO the DOT with information needed to
resolve 'outstanding, issues on their package. Transnuclear will prepare the fabrication

* specification for the overpacks. Transnuclearr will manage a regulatory testing program to
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verify that DOT and NRC requirements are met by the overpack, the valve protection
device and the UF-6 cylinder'.

Transnuclear will also prepare evaluations ofthe package and valve protector design based
on the test data to determine that the designs meet regulatory requirements. Transnuclear
will then prepare revised SAR sections aid responses to DOT, as necessary, and resolve
any licensing issues raised.by NRC and /or respond to DOT questions.

8~-
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Canistering, Handling and Transfer Systems

1. Concept Design of Transfer System for Spent Fuel Storage Casks

In October 1989, Transnuclear, Inc. was selected by EPRI to develop a concept design
-for a spent fuel transfer-system that could be used at nuclear plants with cranes having
severe lift weight restrictions. The transfer system would be used to transfer spent fuel
to large storage casks outside of the fuel building at the plant. Deta iled design criteria

* . for the systemwere developed in cooperation with EPRI.

The scope of the design included the transfer cask'and handling systems, as well as the
transfer facility and the transfer adaptor system that interfaces between the storage cask

• and transfer cask. Additionally, an economic indifference analysis was developed to
define an economically defensible target cost for the complete system. Cost estimates

- were also developed and compared to the target-cost.

Finally, system operations descriptions, O&M requirements, failure modes and effects,
analysis, and potential licensing issues were defined and provided.'

The system dlesign has been completed and the fimal report was issued by EPRI in
September, 1991.

2. Spent Fuel Canisters, Handling Equipment, and Interface Hardware for,
, __Commonwealth Edison'.

-. Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo) contracted with Transnuclear, -Inc. to provide
engineering, transportation and procurement services as required to complete the transfer
of 205 Dresden 1 (D-1) fuel assemblies from West Valley, New York to the Dresden
N Nuclear Power Station.'

As part of this shipping campaign, Transnuclear, Inc. developed, designed, obtained NRC
certification for, suppliedand inspected canisters for standard D-1 spent fuel and special
canisters to hold failed D-I fuel. Transnuclear, Inc., also obtained a Certificate of

-Compliance amendment. for its TN-9 ' transport cask -to .permit transport of
specially-canistered failed fuel, the first cask vendor to obtain NRC approval of failed fuel
canisters and failed fuel transport:

Special nuclear. materials handling equipment w'as also provided to meet unique interface
requirements at the West Valley site. Handling equipment for the fuel assemblies,
canisters and canister lids designed for both local and remote operation were furnished,
-along with design documentation, operating and maintenance procedures and technical
manuals. Transnuclear, Inc.s NRC-approved Quality Assurance program was app1ied and.
followed for all safety related equipment. .

The engineering effort to accomplish the design and procurement of the required
* equipment was performed under very tight time constraints, The design and procurement

Q." .°" _ "...
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efforts were carefully managed so thatCECo's schedule was maintained. Cost estimates,
schedules, specifications and procurement packages were prepared and approved by CECo.'

S,. Subconiracting of the fabrication of equipment was conducted by the Project Manager in
accordance with Transnuclear, Inc.'s procedures that have also been approved and used
for government procurements. As a result, equipment was delivered on schedule and
within budget.

3. Spent Fuel Canisters, Handling Equipment, and Interface Hardware for GPU
Nuclear Corporation"

GPU Nuclear (GPUN) Corporation contracted with Transnuclear, Inc. to provide
engineering, transportation and procurement services as required to complete the tiansfer
of 224 Oyster Creek (OC) fuel assemblies from West.Valley, New York to the Oyster
Creek Nuclear Generating Station.. Transnuclear, Inc.'s scope of activities for this contract
was very similar to that for the CECo contract discussed above.

Transnuclear, Inc.'s equipment scope of supply included the design, NRC licensing,,
procurement and inspection of BWR fuel transport canisters for*failed, grossly deformed

- or damaged fuel, and special spent fuel'and cafiister handling equipment atOyster Creek
* and West Valley for both remote and local operation. Transnuclear', Inc.'s NRC-approved

QA program was applied for all safety related equipment. Design and procurement efforts
were managed so that equipment was delivered on schedule and within budget.

4. Handling Equipment and Interface Hardware for Virginia Power

This contract provided for the supply of spent fuel and cask handling systems and
hardware for Virginia Power (VP). Transnuclear, Inc. is responsible for providing the
design, engineering; procurement, testing and delivery of, and Quality Assurance for, all

% equipment necessary to assure safe and efficient handling of the TN-8L cask system at
each VP nuclear ktation.

Transnuclear, Inc.'s scope of activities for this contract was similar to those for the CECo
and GPUN .contracts in the areas of. equipment' design, procurement,, and Quality
Assurance.

All design and procurement efforts have been managed so that equipment has been
delivered on schedule and within budget.

5. Waste Package Canisters and Handling Equipment for Various Utilities

Under contract to WasteChem Corporation, Transnuclear; Inc. provides equipment and
engineering services as part of waste removal and disposal'programs .at several nuclear
stations. .

In support of these programs, Transnuclear, Inc. designed, supplied, inspected and tested
a special canister, compatible with the TN-8L cask, :for transporting.irradiated no-fifuel
.core components to the' Bamwell Waste Disposal Site. Transnuclear, Inc. also developed
an innovative approach to allow horizontal unloiding of the waste canisters from th cask.

This approach required a unique system for dry horizontal removal of the lid from a
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loaded cask and a special, adjustable unloading platform onto which the waste canisters
could be remotely withdrawn and lowered into the ground for burial. The system was
designed, developed, procured and tested by Transnuclear, Inc..

Transnuclear, Inc. was also. responsible for transport management for these contracts and
conducted similar interface activities with state and local governments as discussed in
Sections C.3 through C.6.

*• : 6. .:.Design and Operation of Spent Fuel Cask Handling and Transfer Equipment

Over the last several years, Transnuclear, Inc. has been involved in the design,
'development, engineering, testing, supply and inspection of large cask handling and
transfer equipment. Under contracts with government contractors such as EG&G Idaho
and with major utilities such as Commonwealth Edison, Virginia Power, GPUNuclear and

* Duke Power, Transnuclear, Inc. has designed and operated both generic and site'specific
" cask handling *and transfer .equipmeni for nuclear plants and government facilities
* throughout the U.S.'

As part of these efforts, Transnuclear, Inc. has developed two major cask handling and
transfer systems for use with the 40ton-TN-8/9 series of spent fuel transport casks. The
first of these was a vertical lifting and transfer system which is used for remote rotation,

- lifting, and placement of a cask. Transnuclear, Inc. developed this system to decrease ther
handling and operations time of the casks and to reduce operator exposure during cask
handling operations.

Transnuclear, Inc. has also deyeloped a variable-angle, horizontal lifting system for the
same 40-ton spent fuel casks. This lifting system was designed to address special site
conditions at Virginia Power's Surry Power Station.

Transnuclear, Inc. designed and procured both of these lift systems, as well as other
handling and transport equipment such as crane hook adapters, iemotely operated fuel
.handling tools, cask tilting and transport frames, and truck cask :transport trailers "to
support utility customers' transportation programs. These systems were designed and
procured after interface needs were determined from site surveys by Transnuclear, Inc.
personnel. In addition,'Transnuclear, Inc. personnel supervised operation of these systems

-. at such nuclear facility sites as: Dresden, Surry, North Anna, Oyster Creek, Oconee,
McGuire, Hatch, Connecticut Yankee, Duane Arnold, Millstone, Brunswick, St. Lucie,

" Beaver Valley, Limerick, Vermont Yankee, Peach Bott6m, Allied General Nuclear
" Services' facility, West Valley Nuclear Service Center, Idaho National Engineering

- Laboratory TAN facility, Nevada Test Site EMAD facility, the Barnwell, SC Waste
Disposal Facility, and the Hanford, WA. Waste Disposal Facility. Transnuclear, Inc.'s
NRC-approved Quality Assurance program was applied and followed for all safety related.
equipment.- r , - -

,- 7. Design of Dry Transfer System.

S . . .*" Ttansnuclear, inc. is under contract to with EPRI to design a cask to cask Dry Trahsfer
System. The purpose of'this system, for use at reactor facilities with limited spent fuel
pool access, is to transfer bare spent fuel assemblies from small transfer casks to the
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: Multipurpose Cinister in either a storage overpaeck or a transportation overpack. The
project was initiated in January 1994 and preliminary design will be completed in
September 1994. Final design is to be completed in mid-1995. The system will have
minimum impact on other site activities and operate independent of the reactor operating
systems. The design includes the means to dismantle and transport the mechanical
equipment to other sites. . It is intended to obtain NRC approval of the design. and for.
EPRI to make the design available for member-utilities use;

7-
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IV_ 1DETAIl'-S OF TRANSNUJCLEAR.TNC's RELEVANT-EXPERIENCE

Systems Engineering, Evaluation, and Development

L. Conceptual Design of a Mobile, Dry. Rod Consolidation System and Cask
Handling'Eqiipmeft

In August 1984, Transnuclear, Inc. was awarded acontract by DOE under the Program
Research and Development Announcement for a Nuclear Waste Packaging and Handling
Design Initiative to perform a technical evaluation of and conceptual designs for Extra
Large Storage Casks (XLSC's) and supporting equipment. 'The storage of consolidated
fuel in XLSC's was a major aspect of the evaluation, which included a conceptual design
for a tiansportable fuel disassembly and rod consolidation hot cell to provide dry spent
fuel consolidation services at utility nuclear plant sites. The system effectively decouples
fuel consolidation from the reactor building..

Transnuclear, Inc., conducted independent systems engineering reviews• of a-previously .
. proposed design for the system, taking into'account oui knowledge of spent fuel

assembly/disassembly, spent fuel handling, and mechanical systems design and analysis.

In addition'to -the transportable dry consolidation* system, Transnuclear, Inc. developed
conceptual designs for equipment to handle and position loaded XLSC's without direct
contact by personnel.. This handling equipment included: a 206 ton capacity straddle
hauler for vertical or horizontal positioning of casks; a double boom hydraulic crane for
vertical positioning of casks; a 200 ton capacity mobile gantry for loading of casks onto
rail cars; and a rail car cask transporter based upon the Schnabel car design.

Y.) 2. Conceptual Design of Extra Large Storage Casks (XLSC) for DOE

Under the PRDA contract for the Nuclear Waste Packaging and Handling Design
Initiative, conceptual designs for an extra large spent fuel storage cask and for the
supporting systems that would permit dry, on-site loading of such a cask were developed.
These supporting systems include two transfer casks, one for removing the fuel from the
spent fuel pool to a lag storage facility or to the consolidation unit, and one 'for
transferring canistered consolidated fuel from the consolidation, unit to the extra large

* - storage cask.

Transnuclear, -Inc, developed several unique components to address the areas of concern.
during dry fuel transfer and cask loading. One component provides a leak-tight interface

* between fuel-containing units. Another is a cask lid interface system that provides access
to any coordinate within the cask without breaking the lid seal. Great emphasis.was.

' placed on assuring the piacticality and workability, of the resulting systems.

Transnuclear, Inc.'s skills in conceptual design development are.4pso demonstrated in that
* most of the PRDA-generated design concepts selected by DOE for follow-on development

were produced by Transnuclear, Inc. under this- contract..
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3. Transpon Cask Systems Concepts for Centralized Waste Packaging Facility for
E.R.Johnson Associates and DOE

This study, prepared for E. R. Johnson Associates (JAI) under a prime contract from
DOE, developed three major transport cask systems for spent fuel and high level nuclear
waste for use at a centralized waste packaging facility. Two of the designs were for rail
transport casks and one was for a legal weight truck (LWT) transport cask.

'The Centralized Waste Packaging Facility (CWPF) concept is an MRS with an integral
facility to re-package spent -fuel into repository waste packages. Transnuclear, Inc.
perforrned the conceptual designs for the transportcask systems to transport the spent fuel

* . to. the CWPF and to transport the Salt, Basalt or Tuff waste packages to the appropriate
repositories... These conceptual transport cask system designs included the thermal,
structural, material, shielding and. criticality considerations for optimizing the waste
package and spent fuel contents of the cask systems.

A4. Safet Criteria for Spent Nuclear Fuel Transports for EPRI

Transnuclear, Inc. has completed a study program with EPRI on the validation of
" IOCFR71 design criteria using risk assessment methods. The' purpose of the EPRI

program was to credibly evaluate the adequacy of transport packages designed to
I OCFR71 bounding test conditions to meet the challenges of real and credible accidents-
iand to identifY.and quantify the kinds, levels, contributors to arid mitigators of riskfor

accident conditions beyond those covered by design.

S. The study involved development of a validation methodology and process.so that real
accident severity can-be directly related to hypothetical accident severity. Within the
specified limitations of the study program (e.g., radiological impacts of highway transport

. accidents), real accidents which fall outside the hypothetical accident design envelope have
been identified and 6onservative predictions of'frequency, consequences and risk have
been developed..

The study concludes that, based on very conservative analyses, the level of risk is
acceptable. Additional margins-of safety, not specifically taken into account in the study,
are also identified which add further conservatism to, and thus confidence in, the study's
conclusions.

' . .5. Extended Fuel Burnun Considerations for Transnuclear, Inc. Transport Casks for
Virginiia Power and DOE "

. This study, was prepared for Virginia Power under a prime contract from DOE, and
presented a system evaluation' of the adequacy of three, of Transnuclear, Inc.'s casks

" (TN-8L, TN-9, .and TN-12Y) for transport of extended burnup fuel. Transnuclear, Inc.
" .. - evaluated high initial enrichment and high burnup fuel assemblies of the W, CE, GE and

B&W designs. Highest permissible enrichments were established on the basis of
. criticality consideration for fully loaied.and partially loaded casks. .Shielding, .heat

* rejection and fission gas release limits for current designs were used to establish minimum
cooling times prior to transport of fully loaded casks or, alternatively, reduced numbers,
of assemblies for partial loadings.
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Analysis methods and assumptions used for current designs were re-examined to improve
transport capabilities for extended bumup fuel by reducing excessive conservatism and
refining models to be more representative of real physical situations.

6. -Dry Vault Storage Facility for TVA

Transnuclear, Inc..prepared a design for a complete dry vault storage facility for intact or
- consolidated spent fuel for TVA. The facility is designed. for 1500 sealed spent fuel

canisters stored in a subcritical configuration in two loading galleries with a contiolled
induced air flow for cooling. The design.was developed and analyzed to assure that
performance requirements for heat transfer, cooling 'flow, criticality, shielding,

" containment, structural integrity, and operability could be met. Special emphasis was
placed on sizing of cooling ducts, pressure losses, and decay heat removal. In addition,
considerable effort was involved in the cask handling and dry unloading system designs.

The concept has applications for a Monitored RetrievableStorage/Interim Storage facility,
a large, scale, .on-site storage facility, or as a lag storage facility at a repository.

. 7. Spent Fuel Cask Contamination Studies for EPRI and SNL

' Under separate contracts from EPRI and SNL, Transnuclear, Inc. has participated in two
-" studies of the factors that affect the radioactive material contamination of spent fuel casks

and the. parameters that are most directly correlated with the occurrence of the "weeping".
or "sweating" phenomenon. Both studies involved working as paii of a team and required
the precise definition of data requirements; working with numerous sources for the.
.collection and organization of laige data bases with numerous parameters for each

" observation; and the processing, reduction and analysis of these data bases. The studies
have been focused upon developing special design, materials and/or operations criteria to
reduce the surface uptake of radioactive material and subsequent sweating of the
contaminated surface.

*8. Spent Fuel and High Level Waste Shipping Cask Interface Study for Sandia
- National Laboratories (SNL)

Under contract to SNL, Transnuclear, Inc. evaluated interface and physical performance
information for existing plants and 'spent fuel casks. This information was'used to

-develop interface criteria and specifications for a new generation of spent fuel and high

level waste shipping casks. Inteiface criteria and,specifications were developed which
addressed legal weight truck, heavy weight truck, rail," and dual or special purpose' casks.

* Transnuclear, Inc. worked with several other contractors under similar contracts with SNL
to develop the ihterface criteria and specifications'.

-9. Cask Fleet Operations Study for MMES

Under contract to MMES, Triansnuclear, Inc. performed a two phase transport cask fleet
operations study. Phase 1 of the study addressed Transnuclear,.Inc.'s cask fleet usage,
maintenance, and repiair. 'experience, -and Was completed in 1988. Phase '2 addressed

" conceptual designs for cask body and cask basket maintenance work stations in a cask
maintenance facility.
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IV. DETAILS OF TRANSNUCLEAR.INC's RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Transportation Engineering and Operations Services'

Transnuclear has over 25 ),ears of experience in the transportation of radioactive and
hazardous materials. The following sections summarize this experience.

S " " .1. Material/Test Reactor (MTR) Spent Fuel Transports

In 1977, Transnuclear, Inc.', in cooperation with European affiliates, is began transporting
irradiated test reactor fuel from European test reactors to DOE facilities in SouthCarolina
and Idaho. A total of 12 different spent fuel casks of 5 different designs have been used.
Over 250 of these shipments which all involve intermodal transfers have been completed

. . by Transnuclear. The intermodal transfers involve both legal weight and overweight truck
cask transfers from and to ships.

At the outset of this program, it was decided that these intermodal transfers of spent fuel
casks should be accomplished to minimize handling time, manpower (cost) and exposure

. at the pier. Rather than use load-on, load-off (Lo-Lo) transport, Transnuclear opted for
the roll-on, roll-off (Ro-Ro) concept which takes advantage of the truck-transport modal

*.features of the cask systems and which is highly compatible with modem containerized
* cargo ships. To optimize this system which uses several differing cask designs, the Ro-Ro

concept was implemented with three variations.

The.first involved cask system designs which could be adapted for transport on standard
'* ocean shipping flats. For shipments using 'these cask systems, Transnuclear found that

some standard ocean shipping flat designs did not have sufficient strength for handling
the concentrated 30 ton cask loadings 'which*were possible. Transnuclear directed the
design of load spreading systems so that the casks could be used on the standard shipping-

- flats. This permitted the use of the Ro-Ro concept and the use of standard, on-board
containerized cargo handling systems which enhanced the flexibility of this approach.

The second variation involved cask systems which could be transported on the same trailer
in Europe and the U.S. Transnuclear Group trailers'were modified to carry concentrated
cask loads up to 40 tons 'for highway transport in both Europe and the U.S. This
approach is i direct application ofthe Ro-Ro concept and results in the most efficient cask
handling times at the pier. :

The third variation was applied to cask systems having special halidling considerations at
* French MTR's. With this approach, the cask is delivered to the pier and transferred from

. • its European transport trailer to a special Ro-Ro ocean freight flat called a MAFI, a heavy
duty semi-trailer designed for ocean carriage but not permitted for over-the-road travel.
At the U.S. seaport, the cask is transferred to a specially modified trailer for delivery to
DOE. Transnuclear, in roo0peration With its- motor, carrier, designed and procured the
special feature's for these trailers which-optimize the transfer and pr.yide appropriate
restraint and hold down during transport..
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* Transnuclear was the first domestic cask supplier to incorporate intermodal transfer
methods used in containerized cargo transport into .the intermodal transfer of large
numbers of spent fuel transpbrt casks. Based on this extensive experience, Transnuclear
is keenly aware of the significant role of the transport in the design and operation of

- * intermodal transfer systems for spent fuel casks.

2. Transport and Intermodal Transfer of Uranibm Hexafluoride

* For over 28 years, Transnuclear has been importing and exporting natural and enriched
uranium hexafluoride (UF6) a radioactive and chemically hazardous material. The natural
UF6 is .transported in 48 inch diameter cylinders of 10 and 12.5 foot lengths weighing,
approximately 26,00-0 pounds and 33,000 pounds respectively. These shipments have all
involved intermodal transfers and-have been made using Ro-Ro and container bay.
methods.

For these shipments, Transnuclear has developed specialized steel cradles to accept these
cylinders and act as the tie-down interface between the cylinders and the ocean container
flat. This cradle tie-down has also been accepted by the American Association of:
Railroads for rail transport. Thus, this cradle design is used for rail, truck and ship
transport.

The cradle design expedites loading and unloading of the cylinders and was developed to
replace the older approach of blocking and bracing w*ith timbers. These timbers had a
tendency to fail during routine transport conditions of coupling/uncoupling rail cars. DOE.
and pier facilities much prefer the cradle design because* of the inherent time and
manpower savings. Transnuclear's approach also improved on other competitive designs
in that it placed restraint systems in tension rather than in shear when under design load,
,a stronger and safer design.

-For the enriched UF6 transports, the cylinders' used are 30 inches in diameter and 8f
inches in length, and are shipped in double walled steel overpacks filled with foam. This
material is also shipped using intermodal methods.

Transnuclear has designed a modification to.the standard 20.foot open flat
to permit four of these packages to be loaded per flat. This modification consists of
incorporating the package tie-down into the steel structure of the flat. This tie-down has
also been accepted by the Association of American Railroads and the method is used for..
transport by air, truck and ship. Transnuclear also designed the flat to accommodate one
of the natural .UF6 cylinder cradles.' Thus, a single flat can be used either for natural or

Senriched UF6. Transnuclear was'the first transport service company to develop this.
innovation which provided cost and time savings in the intermodal transfer and transport
of large volumes of these cylinders.

In 1980, Transnuclear began shipment of1607 Cylinders .containin'g depleted uranium
hexafluoride in cylinders similar to those used for the transport of natural UF 6 but of a
'thinner wall thickness. This project was.the largest single'campaign ever undertaken for
movement of this type material -and was subject to severe financial penalties for late
delivery. It was completed on schedule in a period of 15 months without any penalties
claimed or paid.'
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, £ ,. .As par. of the effort for the project, -several modes of transport were investigated
" including rail and truck for the inland portion and conventional ocean freighters and

LASH (Lighter Aboard Ship) vessels for the cross-Atlantic portion. ,The investigation,
which evaluated the economic, safety and schedular aspects of the various modes of..

* .. transport, resulted in the selection of rail transport utilizing Container on Flat Car (COFC)
mode for most of the cylinders. This method, which had not been previously used by
commercial shippers from the DOE gaseous diffusion plants, allowed as manly as 40
cy!inders' to be shipped at one time and also permitted the intermodal transfer of the

. cylinders onto the ship directly from the rail car at a great.savings in time and cost.

The engineering effort for this project required designing ard fabricating transport cradles
and hold-down devices for five different configurations of Type 48G depleted UF6 storage -
cylinders. These thin-wall cylinders, which are described in ORO-651, were designed
only for storage of depleted Uf.6 and were -not intended for transport. Therefore, the
tie-down system design had to assure DOE that no damage would occur in transit or-
during intermodal transfer. With 5 different types of cylinders to be transported, a single
tie-down configuration which would accept each of the 5 types of cylinders was designed
and fabricated. This saved time and cost by not having to match ceriain cylinder types
to specific transport equipment. Approval of the. tie-down system was obtained from the
Association of American Railroads.'

* . Transnuclear believes that its success in performing this tiansport was due largely -.to..,--• developing and implementing an ifinovative, time-and-cost saving' method for transport
and intermodal transfer which had not been utilized previously by commercial shippers

-in transporting this material from the three U.S. gaseous diffusion plants.

.3. Transport Services for Commonwealth Edison.

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo) contracted writh'Transnuclear to provide
transport services as required to ship 205 Dresden I (D-1) fuel assemblies from West

* Valley, New York to the Dresden Nuclear Power Station.
* Prior to beginning the shipments, training sessions for personnel at both West Valley and

Dresden were conducted by Transnuclear. Complete run-throughs of all procedures and

operations involving the casks, ancillary systems and handling equipment were supervised
'by Transnuclear engineers to assure that operators would be familiar with equipment and
procedures before beginning hot operitions. Complete training documentation was
provided. CECo also contracted with Transnuclear to provide personnel to supervise
loading and unloading operations. These training and supervisory programs are
principally directed at ensuring the safe handling and control of components and -systems
containing irradiated nuclear materials. - Such programs are part of Transnuclear's

" ""commitment:to industrial and radiological safety. -

. Transnuclear was also responsible for managing all transport operations for the duration'.
of the shipping campaign..Transnuclear obtained spent fuel route approvals from the NRC,
arranged contacts with state governments as re'uired by NRC regulations, contacted. local
governments and local lawv'enforcement agencies along-the route as ieqibired, and ar/ranged
-for properly trained guards to be available as escorts thiough urban areas. Transnuclear
has dealt with federal, state and local governments as well as law enforcement officials
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5. for more than 25 years in all areas related to safety and security for the transport -of

radioactive material.

-4. Transport Services for GPU Nuclear Corporation

__•h j..' . GPU Nuclear (GPUN) Corporation contracted with Transnuclear to provide transport
services as required to ship 224 Oyster Creek (OC) fuel assemblies from West Valley,
New York to the Oyster Creek Nuclear. -Generating Station., Transnuclear's. scope of
activities for'this contract was very similar to that for the CECo contract discussed above.

Transnuclear provided consulting and technical support services for handling, loading and
unloading of the two TN-9 transport casks at Oyster Creek and West Valley, including
24 hour per day on-site technical supernvision and direction. at Oyster Creek. 'A full time

* Transnuclear Site'Project Manager carried out the required on-site and inter-organizational
interfacing.

" As with the CECo contract, personnel training, transport planning including route selection
and approvals, interface .with federal, state and local governments, cask and equipment
maintenance, and full documentation'services were included in Transnuclear's work scope.

" 5. Transport Services for Virginia Power

This long term contract provided for the supply of spent fuel cask services' through 1991
for Virginia Power (VP). Transnuclear was responsible for providing transport cask
services, training and. personnel supervision similar to the services cited in the above

S... contracts. Transnuclear managed 23 transports of 69 spent fuel assemblies for VP:

.6. Transport Services for Duke Power..

" This is a long term contract to provide spent fuel transport cask services to move spent
fuel from Duke's Oconee units to the McGuire units. The scope of services for this
contract is similar to that cited in the above contracts. Transnuclear's TN-8L casks
performed more than 80 transports (over 240 assemblies) of spent fuel for Duke Power
under this 'contract.

7. 'Transport Cask Facility Licensing .

' ' Transnucle~ar owns *and operates a cask storage and maintenance facility in Aiken, SC.

Transnuclear has licensed this facility with the State of South Carolina for the storage and
maintenance of casks. ,These licensing efforts have required the establishment of radiation

safety programs, personnel monitoring programs, security procedures, emergency response
plans, and approved operating procedures. Transnuclear is familiar with the.requirements-
and engineering support work necessary to obtain and maintain facility licenses.

*25 * .



. - Attachment. I to Transnuclear,. Inc. Expression of Interest and
Comments on DOE's Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage, and

, Transportation Services, FR Doc. 96-13244, dated 5-24-96.

* Transnuclear, Inc. Comments on Issues

2 1. The ability of transportation service contractord cand
individual Purchasers to reach agreement on methods and
schedules for servicing specific utility sites, including ways
to foster Purchaser cooperation.

Transportation service.contractors should be experienced in
dealing with utilities and understand'utility requirements and
restrictiong regarding spent fuel transportation activities.
In, particular, early contacts between the 'contractor and the
utilities are required in order to develop shipment plans
and facility and site interface requirements. Included in the
early phases of the planning must be contacts with local and
state officials and communitj leaders whose support is
essential for successful shipping campaigns.

Most important is the need for complete autonomy of the
contractor 'with respect to the development of the plan with
the 'utility.. OCRWM must 'clearly state the policy to be
followed during planning *and implementation' and allow the
contractor and utility to function without interference or
changes in policy direction.

2. The willingness of Purchasers to construct temporary or'
• permanent physical plant modifications and to obtain' license

amendments or technical specification changes that would
improve-the 'efficiency and reduce the costs of loading and.
removal'of spent fuel from individual plants.''

* . This issue is best addressed by utilities. Transnuclear, Inc.
can point out 'that one of the benefits' of 'early planning

. mentioned above is the mutual understanding between the
utility and the contractor regarding the physical interface
between transportation equipment and the utility site and
structures. The contractor, as part of early site surveys-and
early interactions with-the utility site staff, can identify
the optimum approach and ,equipment required for loading and'.
shipping spent fuel and can minimize the need for plant

•..' modifications...

3. The reasonableness of dividing the country, into a number of
regions to preserve competition and industrial capability inthe marketplace, while still. ensuring low cost services to
OCRWM.

..OCRWM should think long and hard before developing arbitrary
constraintsý on" this program.' 'The very -nature of the.
transportation process isnational in character, not regional

• as implied in a, division 'of the country into regions. Iný.
addition, expertise in this 'field is limited and 'duplication

- of equipment and functions would certainly result if several
regional contractors' are- utilized. "Transnuclear, Inc.



recommends that a decision not:be made regarding this issue
until7 late in the development of this program...

4.- The capability of the nuclear industry to acquire sufficient--
spent fuel canister, transportation cask, and storage module
production* 'capacity to meet near-term service contractor

* requirements..~

This capability will be driven by the perceived market. Once.
OCRWM' policy has matured and the' industry assured* of itslasting nature, the capability will develop to serve .the
market. The policy and its, implementation must avoid
unnecessary specification by OCRWM and the capability required

. must be reasonable, i.e. avoid the duplication of technical
capability, equipment and services implied by too many
regions.

5. Potential business arrangements/pricing structures which might

.. increase contractor, freedom and flexibility to develop and
implement innovative-approaches to improve system efficiency,

* and lower costs,. reduce or'eliminate the need for front end
financing by OCRWM of contractor activities and procurements,

*or mitigate risks associated with program uncertainties.

The main ingredient to a successful program *is a rational
approach- to the OCRWM policy mentioned 'above,' a firm
commitment to maintenance of the stated policy (and thus the
market for. the. contractor services), and a guarantee of
independence 'of the'contractor from'OCRWM interference under
that policy.

It-will be difficult for contractors to offer long'term, full
service, fixed price contracts for the full range of services

._) . expected to be required by OCRWM. Phased development contracts
may be more. realistic once the contractor(s) is selected. The'
contractor would be selected by OCRWM based on qualifications
and experience. Contracts would be awarded for various phases
of the program and would be fixed price or cost reimbursable
-based on the, nature of the 'phase and the ability of the OCRWM
.to identify policy and to guarantee its constancy over the
anticipated contract life. -

Transnuclear, Inc. recommends that contracts be based on the
principle of "take or pay". This type of financing arrangement
can work well for supply Of either services or equipment or
both..

6. Alternative methods of structuring this procurement to ensure
competition on future procurements. .

Transnuclear's current' suggestions are included. in. 'the-
response to the first five issues. "

Q
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Attachment 2 to Transnuclear, Inc. Expressionof Interest and
Comments on DOE's Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage, and
Transportation Services, FR Doc. -96-13244, dated 5-24-96.

Transportation'Services "

1. Material/Test Reactor (MTR) Spent Fuel Transports

In 1977, Transnuclear, Inc., in cooperation with European'
affiliates; began transporting irradiated test reactor fuel
from European test reactors to DOE facilities in South

•Carolina and Idaho.- A total of 12 different spent fuel casks
of 5 different designs have been used. Over 250 of these

. shipments. which all involve intermodal transfers have been
completed by Transnuclear. The intermodal*transfers involve

. both legal weight and overweight truck cask transfers from and
to ships.
2.. ransport Services for Commonwealth Edison.

Commonwealth. Edison Company (CECo) contracted wiih-
. Transnuclear to provide transport services as required to ship

.205 Dresden I '(D71) fuel assemblies from West Valley, New York
* 'to the Dresden Nuclear Power-Station.

Transnuclear was also responsible for managing all transport
operations for the duration of 'the shipping campaign..

* Transnuclear obtained spent. fuel route approvals from the NRC,
. arranged contacts with state governments as required by NRC:

" regulations, contacted 'local, governments and' local, law
enforcement agencies along the route as required, and arranged
for properly trained guards to be available as escorts through
urban areas..- . . "'

3. Transport Services' for GPU Nuclear Corooration

.- GPU Nuclear (GPUN) Corporation contracted with Transnuclear to
- provide transport: services. as required to ship 224 Oyster

Creek (OC) fuel assemblies from West Valley,. New York to the
S" Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating.Station. Transnuclear Inc.'s
* scope of activities-for this contract was very similar to that

for the CECo contract'discussed above.,.

" -. Transnuclear',"" Inc. provided consulting and technical support
services for handling, loading and unloading of the two TN-9
.transport casks at Oyster Creek and West Valley, including24
hour per day on-site technical supervision and-direction at
* Oyster Creek. A full time Transnuclear*Site Project Manager
carried' out the" required on-site "and inter-organizational
interfacing. .' . .

J
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As with the CECo contract, personnel training, transport
planning including. route selection and -approvals,. interface
with.federal,' state and local governments, cask.'and equipment
maintenance, and full 'documentation services were included in

. Transnuclear Inc.'s work scope;

. 4. Transport Services for Virginia Power,

. This long term contract provided'for the supply of spent fuel
cask services . through .1991 for Virginia . Power (VP).
Transnuclear was responsible -for providing transport. cask
services, training and personnel supervision .similar to the
services Cited in•.the'above contracts. Transnuclear managed

.-23 transports of';69 spent fuel assemblies for VP.'

5. Transport Services for Duke Power.

* This is a long term contract to provide spent fuel transport
- cask services to move spent fuel from Duke's Oconee units to

- the McGuire units'. The scope of services for this contract is
similar to that cited in the above contracts. Transnuclear's
TN-8L casks performed more than 80 transports (over 240
assemblies) of spent fuel for Duke Power under this contract..

6.•• Transport Cask Facility Libensinq.

Transnuclear owns and operates a cask storage anid maintenance
-facility in Aiken, SC. Transnuclear has 'licensed this
facility'with the State of South Carolina for the-storage and-..- > "maintenance of casks. These .licensing efforts' have required
the 'establishment of radiation, safety programs, personnel

. monitoring programs, security procedures,,emergency.response
plans, and approved operating. procedures. Transnuclear. is

. familiar with the requirements and engineering suppprt work
necessary to obtain and maintain facility.licenses.
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Spent Fuel:Transport, Storage, and Handling

*- "1. Design, License. TestinQ and SupRlv-of TN-FSV Transport
casks

In September 1992, 'Transnuclear, Inc. 'was awarded -a
-subcQntract':by Foster Wheeler Energy. Corporation (FWEC) for
the design, licensing and fabrication of a cask system

. designed for the transport of canistered High Temperature Gas
Cooled Reactor spent fuel. The cask'system, designated the TN-
FSV, is similar tothe TN-RAM cask.- It is a right circular

cylinder fabricated of lead and stainless steel with a maximum
loaded 'weight of .25 tons, .including wood-filled impact

* limiters attached.at both'ends'of the cylindrical body. The
* subcontract is for two casks with transport trailers, -spare

parts and ancillary equipment f-r cask operations.

* The Safety Analysis Report, based on Transnuclear, Inc.'s
design and analysis of the TN-FSV, was submitted by PSC to th-
NRC in April" 1993, more than a month ahead of schedul..--
Transnuclear, Inc. met with the NRC. to discuss pertinent
licensing issues and. how the TN-FSV design addresses those
- -issues. The NRC responded favorably to the.TN-FSV design and

:.suggested areas that should be further examined* and the
approach that should be taken in scaled testing.'

* To assure that the TN-FSV meets all regulatory requirements,
Transnuclear,.-Inc. designed and implemented a comprehensive
test program -to complement the design and certification
analyses. Static and dynamic -testing were performed on one-
half scale models of'the impact limiters. 'The results.were
evaluated anid, following a meeting with the NRC to discuss the
tests,' were added to the-Safety Analysis Report and submitted
to the NRC in February 1994. The NRC issued' Certificate of
Compliance No.' 9253 for the TN-FSV to Public Service of

.. Colorado on June 15, 1994, only 15 months after the original
application.

'The fabrication-of two casks and trailers was completed and
delivery made in early i995. ' '"

Transnuclear, Inc.'s NRC-approved QA program-is being applied
'to all 'safety-related aspects of this project.

.2 , DesiMn'. Licensing and Supply of Advanced StoraQe Casks

These projects are'the' first involving the use of
Transnuclear, Inc. '.s Advanced Storage Cask design, which, for
PWR fuel, is represented by'the TN-32/40 cask design'series.

* In 1989, Transnuclear,. Inc. was.awarded a contract by Northern



° States Power for the design and licensing of a cask system*
specifically designed for the '14x14 fuel used at NSP's
Prairie Island plant. The cask system, designated the TN-40,
is designed- for .14x14 fuel which has -a smaller cross-section.

S -than standard PWR fuel (i.e., 15x15, 16x16, or 17x17 arrays)
and, therefore,- can hold 40 rather than 32 assemblies.

*'The* design- and analysis of the' TN-40. was completed by
Transnuclear, Inc. and Northern States Power submitted, the

* Safety Analysis Report ',for the Prairie Island Independent
Spent Fuel Storage.Installation (ISFSI), including the TN-40

* design and analysis, to the NRC• in August,. 1990. The NRC
issued the Prairie Island Station ISFSI license in October,

.1993. Transnuclear, Inc.. began fabricating TN-40 casks in
November, 1992, and.expects to deliver at least i7. .

Transnuclear, Inc. was' selected by Virginia Power in May,
1993, to design, certify and fabricate fourteen TN-32 casks
for' use -at its Surry ISFSI. The TN-32 cask design has a
capacity of 32 of the, Surry 15x15 PWR assemblies, but is
basically the same design as the TN-40.

The design and analysis for the .TN-32 was completed in late.
1993 and the Topical Safety Analysis-Report was submitted to
the NRC by Transnuclear,* Inc. - in* December, 1993.
Transnuclear,. 'Inc.- will receive the NRC approval of. .the
Topical Report. Virginia Power will reference .the approved

... Topical Report in their request to the NRC to amend the Surry
ISFSI 'license 'to allow use of the TN-32 at Surry.

The 'fabrication 'of .the cask bodies, fuel baskets and
supporting hardware is-subcontracted to U.S. fabricators with:
whom 'fransnuclear, Inc. has previous. cask fabrication
experience. Transnuclear, Inc. has subcontracted the
performance of testing on some aspects of the design to

"'. testing service organizations.

Transnuclear, Inc. has applied 'its NRC-approved QA program for.
all design, testing, licensing and procurement aspects of
these projects.

3. StoraQe/TransIort. Cask Systems for Nuclear Fuel
* ' Services, Inc; (NFS)

This project i's representative of Transnucleare Inc.'s.
experience in design, certification, fabrication and timely
delivery of innovative -packaging systems, Under contract to.

' NFS,. Transnuclear, Inc. agreed to supply two, DOE-certified,
forged'steel storage/transport casks of innovative design and*
high capacity- for removing NFS's spent 'fuel from the former
reprocessing facility at West Valley, New York., These casks,
weighing in excess of 100 tons, were designed to contain more
spent fuel assemblies than any previous casks and remain-the
highest capacity storage casks ever delivered. 'Cask handling
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* equipment, ancillary systems and the'cask rail transporters
were also provided, along with operating and maintenance
procedures. This. work was part. of the DOE West -Valley

.. Demonstration Project.

Transnucleari -Inc. developed and designed the two Type B
packaging systems, designated the TN-BRP and TN-REG. Two
Safety AnalysisReports for Packaging (SARP's)'were prepared
and submittedto 'Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) which

. acted as •DOE's. independent reviewer *of the. SARP's for
compliance with DOE's transport regulations. 'ORNL recommended
to DOE-ID that.a Certificate of Compliance (COC) be issued..

. Subsequently, DOE decided to submit the designs to NRC and
contracted with Transnuclear, Inc.' to' apply for the-transport
CO COC efrom NRC.': Transnuclear, Inc. prepared a Certification

.. Plan that called 'for early interaction with NRC to identify:
the major certification issues 'and approaches* to resolving,.'
them. .Transnuclear, Inc.- worked with EG&G,'. Sandia National
* Laboratory (SNL), DOE ..and' NRC to obtain transport
certification. Transnuclear, Inc. revised the SAR's for both
cask designs and' submitted them to the NRC in support of 'arr
application for transport certification 'under.0 OCFR71.

Several meetings'were hel'd.with NRC, and Transnuclear, Inc.
responded to NRC questions on the TN-BRP and TN-REG casks.
Transnuclear, Inc.. also conducted engineering testing and
scale model 'design verification testing of impact limiters
with SNL to support the NRC review.

9" I

In January, 1989, the final TN-BRP SAR was submitted to NRC.
In July, 1989, NRC issued Certificate of Compliance (COC) No.'
71-92 02 for the TN-BRP. The TN-REG final SAR was submitted in-
September, 1989. An NRC COC for. the TN-REG, number 71-9206.,
was received in May, 1990. 'These are the first storage Cask

designs ever certified for transport in the U.S. '

In the' summer of 1985, Transnuclear delivered both casks ahead
of schedule, 19 months after the date of the contract. This
is an example of Transnuclear, Inc.'s experience in, and
capabilities for,- meeting schedules for innovative- cask
designs. The design innovations of the TN-BRP and* TN-REG
casks include: a new, ferritic' steel cask.body material
developed by Transnuclear, Inc. and Kobe Steel that meets NRC
-fracture toughness and brittle fracture requirements; a cask
body design -that requires'no neutron-specific shielding,. a
concept .pioneered.. by Transnuclear,." Inc.; and -a novel. fuel

.. basket design incorporating', structural ' strength and
. . criticality control into a single material, 'another design

feature developed by.Transnuclear, Inc... •...

Transnuclear. Inc. applied its NRC-aDDroved:A zroaram for all
°

of the design, procurement, fabrication and testingaspects of
'this contract.'



4. Prototype Spent Fuel Storage Cask for Virginia Power

' Transnuclear, Inc. designed the TN-24, a spent fuel
* storage/transport cask for long term dry storage of 24 PWR or

52 BWR intact assemblies weighing in excess of 100 tons. In
* July, 1988, Transnuclear,"Inc. prepareda final Topical.Report'

with, all licensing analyses and submitted' it -to NRC 'for
..approval under 10CFR72.' A Topical Report is essentially the
same as a SAR for transport packagings. In July, 1989, NRC
approved the Topical Report, less than'12 months after the

" . final Topical Report Was. submitted... Utilities can reference
the TN-24 in their applications for licensing of independent
spent fuel storage installations.. Subsequently, in 1993, the.
NRC issued Certificate of Compliance No. '1005 for the TN-24"
storage cask design in accordance with the requirements of,
10CFR72..

Transnuclear, Inc. procured a prototype 'of 'the TN-24 spent
fuel storage cask, designated the TN-24P, from Kobe. Steel of
Tokyo,' Japan, under contract with Virginia Power. The cask was
delivered ahead of schedule in September; 1985, and was loaded'

* with intact fuel' for a dry' storage demonstration 'at -idaho
National -Engineering' Laboratory. This' demonstration was
successfully completed in 1986. - The TN-24P was also loaded
and tested with consolidated fuel in canisters for the first

'." •large scale demohstration'of dry storage of consolidated fuel
:in metal casks. The TN-24P is the only' dry storage cask in

.... the world 'to have' stored "as 'many as 48 assemblies 'of
consolidated fuel. ' -. '. .

* - Transnuclear, Inc. applied its NRC-approved QA program for all
of the design, procurement, fabrication and'testing aspects of
the special cask features required by.Virginia Power..

.5. -Overweight Truck Spent Fuel Transport Cask Systems

This project was a complex engineering and procurement effort,
* ' . during which Transnuclear, Incw designed, deVeloped, tested,

certified and managed.the fabrication of six large transport
cask systems .of' .the TN-B, TN-8L *and .TN-9 designs.

* ' Transnuclear, Inc."also designed and provided'cask handling-
equipment, ancillary systems, and trailers; ' and prepared

• operating and maintenance procedures and Technical Manuals.
Three of the casks were for Transnuclear, Inc.'s ownership,
two were sold to Nuclear Transport Limited (NTL),.and one was
sold to .Commonwealth .Edison. Four 'of the six casks-are.

. currently.in use' in the'U.S. and the other two NRC-licensed
casks, are being used in Europe by NTL. .

" The TN-B and TN-BL-carry 3 PWR spent.'fuel assembliesand the
TN-9 Carries 7.BWR assemblies.* The casks'.are constructed of
steel with lead :for.gamma 'shielding and-resin for neutron
shielding. These'were the first casks licensed in the U.S. to
ship spent-fuel in a dry environment.



* Transnuclear, Inc. designed these casks, *prepared and
submitted.. the SAR's* to the NRC for review and approval,
defended the SAR's by responding *to NRC questions, and
obtained NRC certification for. both designs (COC Nos. 9015 and
9016). The certification process involved scale model testing
as well- as analytical. justification of the designs.'
Transnuclear, Inc. applied its NRC-approved QA program for all
of the design, testing, certification and fabrication aspects
of this project. ....

. 7* Design of Transportation System for-the Hanford K-Basin

Spent Fuel in Multicanister Overpacks

In.January 1996, Westinghouse Hanford Company issued a
purchase. Order to 'Transnuclear, Inc. for the' Preliminary
Design of a Cask and Conveyance System, for the transport of
canisters (MCO) from the K-Basins' -Spent Fuel Pools to the
Canister Storage Building on the Hanford Site.

The cask and conveyance system concept consists of a
transport cask with a dedicated semi-trailer. This cask is

-- designated the TN-WHC cask. It will be designed to transport
a.single Multiple Canister Overpack'(MCO) loaded with spent
fuel baskets from the K-Basins Loadout Facility: to thy_ ,._
Canister Storage. Building (CSB).

" The transport cask' consists of a body :fabricated from.stainless, steel forgings *with welded -on trunnions and a'
bolted-on stainless steel lid. It incorporates features for
ease of loading, decontamination and 'routine handling. The
design is intended to. minimize cask maintenance and maximize
in-service txme and for ease of fabricabi-lity to enhance
project completion.

The conveyance system is a semi-trailer which can be. attached
to a Standard tractor. The trailer provides the necessary
supports and attachment points for the tie-down'of the cask.
Its design'is intended to facilitate the transportation of the
; cask in the vertical-orientation.

The operating equipment concept uses a work platform' and
immersion -pail to preclude contamination and facilitate

".simultaneous achievement of all the above objectives. The
work platform is an I-Beam structure which spans the. K-Basins"-
fuel cask loadout pits. It will support the cask and contents
at a storage/work elevation allowing ease of operator access,
and facilitate lowering the' casks to the pit floor elevation
for loading with'fuel baskets. The platform is a passive -

structure that does not need to be,.removed during the normal
cask operational cycle.'

The Transnuclear'Team design approach for the TN-WHC packAging
system. is to assure reliability,'availabil.ityy and .ALARA
radiation exposures 'from' the' system' through ..appropriate
material selection,, simplicity, equipment design and
operation, and operation of the cask in ah environment that
is isolated from the major operating.'staff. In addition, the

.' ' design approach avoids changes in the' K-Basin facility and '

roadways.

S ' ' '



Transnuclear has formed a project team to perform the required
scope of work.

The Team members and their respectiveS scopes of work for this
Project are~as follows:

Transnuclear, Inc.
Team Role: Team lead, project and contract management,
quality assurance "...
Design products:- cask, cask, lift beam, cask trailer
support system
Hardware procurement: lift beams through fabricationvendor'tbd-- - - . - .. •

NAC International
, .Team Role: Operations equipment, basin/cask and cask/MCO

interfaces coordination '
Design products:. .work. platform, pail, and related

7 •equipment; trailer platform
. Hardware procurement:..work platform, pail, and related

• equipment, trailer platform thrOugh-fabrication vendor
tbd

°' . Nelson Manufacturing Company '
Team Role: conveyance design.and fabricationDesign products: conveyance

* Hardware procurement: conveyance

Precision Components Corporation,-Inc.
Team Role: cask'fabrication, integrated testing tbd
Design products: test facility tbd."
-Hardware procurement: none-

•NUMATEC, Inc.• .
4 Team'Role: systems integration, design review, and on-

, site coordination with WHC
-. Design products: none

Hardware procurement: none

* - . The project schedule calls for initiation of fuel transfers in
December 1997.

Q .v - .



*. Spent Fuel Handling Equipment

1. Concept DesiQn of Transfer System'for Spent Fuel StoraQe
Casks.

.!In October 1989,. Transnuclear, Inc. was selected by EPRI to
develop a concept.design for. a spent fuel transfer system.that

. could be used at nuclear plants with cranes having severe lift'
weight restrictions. The transfer system would be.'used to
transfer spent fuel tolarge storage. cask' outside of the fuel
building- at the plant. Detailed design criteria for the

.. system were developed in cooperation with EPRI.

The scope, of the design- included the transfer cask and
* •handling systems,,as well as the transfer facility and the

transfer'adaptor system that interfaces 'between the storage
'cask and transfer cask.

Finally, system operations descriptions, O&M requirements,
failure modes and effects analysis, and potential licensing

.. . issues were defined and provided.

The'system design has been completed and the final report was.-.
issued by EPRI in September, 1991.'

2. Spent Fuel Canisters, Handling -Euipment. and Interface'
Hardware for 'Commonwealth' Edison'.

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo) contracted with
Transnuclear,.Inc, to provide engineering,, transportation and
procurement services as required to complete the transfer of
205 Dresden 1 (D-l) fuel assemblies from West Valley, New York
to the Dresden Nuclear Power Station.

As part of this shipping campaign, Transnuclear, Inc.'
developed, designed, obtained NRC certification for, supplied _

. and inspected canisters for standard D-1 spent fuel and
special canisters to hold failed'D-I fuel. Transnuclear, Inc.
also "obtained a Certificate of Compliance amendment for its
TN-9- -transport cask to permit transport of

* specially-canistered failed-fuel, the first cask vendor to
obtain NRC approval of failed fuel canisters and failed fuel
transport.

Special nuclear materials handling equipment was also provided
to meet unique. interface requirements at the West Valley site...
Handling equipment 'for the fuel assemblies, canisters and
canister lids designed for'both local and remote operation
were furnished, along with' design documentation,. operating and
maintenance procedures -and technical manuals.:

3 3. Spent Fuel Canisters,. Handling Ecruipment., and Interface
Hardware for GPU Nuclear Corporation-

• "" GPU Nuclear (GPUN) Corporation contracted with Transnuclear,
-Inc. to provide, engineering, transportation. and 'procurement
services as required to complete' the transfer of 224 Oyster.



. Creek, (CO•) fuel assemblies from West Valley, New York to the
* Oyster Creek NuclearGenerating Station. Transnuclear, Inc.'s

scope of activities for this contract'was very similar to that
for the CECo contract discussed above.

* Transnuclear, Inc.'s equipment scope of supply-included the
design, NRC..licens.ing, procurement and inspection of BWR fuel
transport canisters' for failed, grossly, deformed or damaged
fuel, and special spent fuel and canister handling equipment

* at Oyster Creek and West Valley for both remote and local
operation. Transnuclear, Inc.'s NRC-approved'QA program was

" applied for. all safety related equipment.. Design and
procurement efforts were 'managed so -that equipment Was
delivered on schedule and within budget.-"

4. .*4andlina Ea'uipment and Interface Hardware for Virginia
Power

This contract provided for the supply of spent fuel and cask
handling systems . and hardware - for.. Virginia Power (VP).
Transnuclear, Inc. is responsible for providing, the 'design,
engineering, procurement, testing and delivery of, and Quality
Assurance for, all equipment necessary to 'assure, safe* and
efficient handling of the TN-8L cask system at each VP nuclear
station.

Transnuclear, Inc.'s scope 'of activities for this contract was
similar to those for the CECo and GPUN contracts in the areas
of equipment.design., procurement, and Quality Assurance.

All design and procurement efforts have been managed so that
equipment has been del'iyered on schedule and within budget.

5. Waste Packace Canisters and' HandlinQ Ecruipment for
" ' .. Various Utilities

'Under contract to WasteChem Corporation, Transnuclear, Inc.
" provides equipment and engineering services as part of waste
removal and disposal programs at several nuclear stations. i.

In support of these programs, Transnuclear, Inc. designed,
supplied, inspected and tested a'special canister, compatible
with the' TN-8L cask, for transporting irradiated non-fuel core
components to the Barnwell Waste DisposalSite. Transnuclear,
-'Inc. also developdd an innovative approach to allow horizontal
unloading of the waste canisters from the cask. This'approach

. required a unique system for dry horizontal removal of the lid
from a loaded cask and a special, adjustable unloading
platform' onto 'which. the waste canisters could be remotely
withdrawn and lowered'into the ground forburial. The system
was designed, developed, procured and tested by Transnuclear,
Inc....

Transnuclear, Inc. was. also -responsible for' transport
* management for"these contracts and conducted similar interface

activities with state and local governments as discussed in'
Sections C.3 through C.6.

6. Desicgn and Operation of Spent Fuel Cask 'Handling and
Transfer Eduipment .. .



* Over 'the last several years, Transnuclear, Inc. has been
involved in the design, development, engineering, testing,

* supply and inspection of -large cask handling and transfer
equipment. Under contracts with government contractors such
as EG&G Idaho and with major utilities such as Commonwealth
Edison, Virginia --Power, GPU Nuclear and Duke Power,-
Transnuclear, Inc. has designed and'operated both generic and
site specific cask handling and transfer equipment for nuclear

,. plants and government facilities throughout the U.S."

As part of these efforts, Transnuclear, Inc. has developed -two
major cask handling and transfer systems ..for use with the

. - 40-ton TN-8/9 series of spent fuel transport casks.. The first
of these was a vertical lifting and transfer system which is

....used for remote rotation, lifting, and placement of a cask.
Transnuclear, Inc. developed this system to decrease the'

* handling and operations time of the casks *and to reduce
S... operator exposure during cask handling operations.

Transnuclear, Inc. has also developed- a- variable-angle,
horitontal lifting, system for- the same 40-ton spent fuel.

. casks.. This lifting system was designed to address special
site conditions at Virginia Power's Surry Power'Station.

Transnuclear, Inc' designed and procured both of these lift
systems, as -well.as other -handling and transport -equipment
such as- crane, hook adapters; 'remotely operated fuel handling
tools, cask, tilting and transport frames, '.and truck cask
transport -trailers to" support utility customers'
transportation programs.. These systems were designed and
procured after-' interface needs were determined from site-
surveys by Transnuclear, Inc. personnel. In addition,..,

* Transnuclear, Inc. personnel supervised ,operation of these
systems at such nuclear facility sites as: Dresden, Surry,
North Anna, Oyster Creek, Oconee, McGuire, Hatch, Connecticut
Yankee, Duane Arnold, Millstone, Brunswick, St. Lucie,- Beaver
Valley, Limerick, Vermont Yankee,- Peach Bottom, Allied General
Nuclear Services facility, West Valley Nuclear Service Center,

- " Idaho National Engineering 'Laboratory TAN facility, Nevada
Test Site EMAD facility, the Barnwell,. SC Waste Disposal"
Facility, and the Hanford, WA Waste Disposal Facility.
Transnuclear, Inc.'s NRC-approved Quality Assurance program
was'appliedand followed for all safety related equipment.

7. Design'of Dry Transfer System..

- Transnuclear, Inc. is under contract to with EPRI to design a
cask to cask Dry Transfer System. - The purpose of this system,

.for use at reactor facilities with! limited ' spent. fuel pool
access, is to transfer bare spent fuel assemblies from small

- transfer casks. to. the Multipurpose Canister in either a
- storage overpack or a transportation overpack.- The project

* - was initiated: in January'1994 and will be-.completed in.-mid
1996. It- is'intended: to' obtain NRC approval of the- designand

-for EPRI.to make the design available for member-utilities
-- ".use. -
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Transnuclear has formed a project team to perform the required
scope of work.

4. • f
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Tar Singb. PI.D.. P.E., DEE
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June 17, 1996 "_,

M. Michelle Miskinis, Contracting Officer
U.S. Department of Energy .
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585 "

. Attention: HR 561.21 "

Dear Ms. Miskinis: -

This letter is in response to the "Request for Expression of Interest and CommentsRegarding (the)
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Transportation Plan', which appeared in the
Commerce Business Daily of May.24, 1996.

Resource Applications, Inc., a Small Disadvantaged Business, is interested in potential business
. - opportunities associated with the OCRWM Transportation Plan. We would like to receive any and all

future documentation and notices concerning this Plan. We would also like to be placed on the list of
potential SDB subcontractors. Please address information to: " -

Dr. John W. Bartlett
Resource'Applications, Inc.

.. .2980 Fairview Park Drive Suite 1000
Falls Church, Virginia 22042

Our comments on the information provided in the CBD notice are presented below.

1. Order and Rate of Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF) Receipt.

The OCRWM Transportation System must'have flexibility and capability to receive and store SNF
independent of the Acceptance Priority Ranking. Some reactors with priority ranking may not need
early-on services or may need delays while preparing for SNF transfers. Other reactors without
priority ranking may need near-term services to reduce on-site inventories in order to remain in
operation. The OCRWM system will have to have a "brokerage' which aids trading of rights and

* timing for DOE receipt actions.

2.. Contractor Capabilities.

' The DOE SNF receipt, transport, and handling system involves a range of capabilities not held in
aggregate by existing commercial suppliers such as trucking companies. Teams will have to be formed

13 2980 Fabrview Pau Drive. Suite 1000. Fa." C0uw-cl VA 22042' Tel: (703) 698-.200 a Fax: (703) 698.2030
01342 Schibnotw Rod P.O. Box 6381 e Ptreeh&od NJ 07728 Tel: (908) 7803535 F•: (909) 7-5008
03 1465 Norbidce Dr., N.W., Suite 21 e Atlana. GA 30318 * Tel: (404) 352.8236 * Fax: (404)352-8504
3 15 o ! u0 th Wacker Drive, Suite 1900 0 Chicago. EL 60606 Tel: (312) 332-2230 'Fax: (312) 332-7969
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to respond to the scope of work required, and the teams will have to provide effective management of
highly-disparate functions. The Department might consider, as an alternative, that the contract be
placed with a holding or management company with good understanding of, and and capability for, the
systems-engineering aspects of the program and with responsibility and capability.to contract with

- existing specialized companie that can provide the services required.

3. Regional Approach.

A regional approach is not needed or appropriate until operation of the system approaches or achieves
• its full-capacity, steady-state rate on the order of 2,000 MTU received per year. The geographic

distribution of reactor sites is highly uneven, and in the early stages of operation the receipts will be
-relatively few in number and may be widely scattered in location. A multiplicity of contractors could
not sustain a viable business base under the'se circumstances.

4. Stakeholder Involvement.

Stakeholder involvement, and likely intervention, is crucial to startup and operation of the DOE SNF,
transport system. Stakeholder confidence in availabilty and capability of emergency response systems
is especially important; use of existing capabilities at facilitiessuch as airports and military - -

reservations is strongly recommended. Intervention actions, such as those experienced by DOE in . -

association with the return of research reactor spent fuel and by Germany in the transport of wastes to
Gorleben is to be expected. The Department should seek to use rail transport exclusively for interstate
transport, and should make use of existing contracting and safety requirements for rail transport of
materials such as SNF. Innovations which provide targets of opportunity for intervention actions
should be avoided as much as possible..

5. Logitics,

Long lead times on the order of ten years or more will be required for certification, fabrication, and .
. deployment of transport casks of fnew design. Lead times for fabrication and deployment of a fleet of
* certified casks using existing designs may be on the order of 24-30 months because there is no proven

manufacturing capability'currently in operation. The Department should plan for the lead times needed
to have transport casks available in sufficient numbers wheii needed, and should anticipate the need for
two or more generations of transport cask designs.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input concerning the OCRWM Transportation Plan. We
look forward to further information and opportunity to comment as the program proceeds.

Very truly you.

Jo W. Bartlett, PhD.
en•iorAssociate

cc: Tara Singh, Ph.D.,'P.E., President
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• . .June17,1996 '... .

Ms. Michelle Miskinis -
Contracting Officer •'.
Attention: H•R-561.21 "

" " US Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave, SW,
Washington, DC, 20585

REFERENCE: Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage, and'Transportation Services, published
• - in the Federal Register on May 28, 1996

Dear Ns. M.skinis,

Essex Corporation is extremely interested in supporting the Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management's efforts in insuring the safe transport of spent nuclear. fuel to a Federal
storage or disposal site. We have been working with the Department of Energy for over 15 years
training nuclear material couriers and evaluating emergency response plans. Our capabilities and
experience are summarized here to demonstrate our unique ability to provide cost effective
support for the many safeguards, security, training, standards, and crisis management issues that
will be a part of your program. The challenge will be to effectively transfer these disciplines to the
private industry groups that will ulhimately support the actual transfer of the waste materials.
However, it is a challenge that Essex is highly qualified to support.

Essex Corporation has over thirty years experience i major programs directly linked to
- . transportation safeguards and security of nuclear materials, crises management, and antiterrorism

training for the US Departments of Energy, State, and Defense, and the International Olympic
.Committee. We also have a longstanding working relationship with both ihe'Federal Highway

- Department and the American Trucking Association on numerous truck'drivei safety programs.

. " Our philosophy for all these programs has been to form multidisciplinary teams to balance the
needs of people, equipment, and the environment. 'These teams combine the talents of engineers,,

* human factors specialists, operations analysts, security specialists, etc., to provide comprehensive
solutions that meet the needs of the entire system.

' Ifit moves on land, by sea, or in the air and needs to have its cargo protected, tamper-
.proofed, monitored for status, alarmed, or otherwise secured, our Albuquerque division has the

. expertise to assist the client. We are currently under contract to the Department of Energy.
(Transportation Safeguards Division) for training, logistics, and exercise support. ' "

ESSEX CORPORATION * Systems Effectiveness Division i 1430 Springhill RoaA, Suite 510, McLean, VA 22102

(703) 556.9400 - FAX (703) 790-8180

v' .



* •Essex Corporation
* Response to Federal Registe-r Notice
Page -2

S. . Essex has 15 years of ex7erience in planning and coordinating with many agencies at the local,
state, and federal levels. This experience includes, but is not limited to, all planning foi" 13 Joint
Training Exercises with DOE, FBI, EPA, FEMA,.and subordinate agencies. We also coordinate
with state and local law enforcement agencies (LEAs) and have written inter-agreements for
DOE. We have worked closely with the Department's Radiological Assistance Program (RAP)
and Accident Response Group (ARG) personnel, as well as, DOE and contractor persoinnl from

-. major sites (Oak Ridge, Panex, Savannah River, Nevada Test Site, and Albuquerque). We have
coordinated activities with LEAs in 18 states, including city and county agencies.

Essex has experience in exercise site selection, vulnerability assessments, requirements
identification, transportation management, and establishment of and support to training events at,
remote locations. We are skilled at providing the framework for successful Department of Energy

* . exercises in any venue. Adiionally, our personnel are skilled and experienced in hghway route
surveys, scenario development, and opposition force.

We have experienced ins'nictors who have instructed in truck driving techniques that include
defensive driving, emergency recovery procedures, tactics, counter-surveillance, response to
emergencies, demohstrators. use of force, blockades, etc. We were instrumental in teaching the
truck drivers for the Wastd Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) in New Mexico. Our instructors
conduct basic, in-service, and advanced driving courses. They certify all nuclear materials couriers
annually on driving abilities. We have developed curriculum and lesson plans to'support all forms

L• of driver training. Our instructors teach specific, statutes pertainng to the defense of shipments,
transportation of Hazardous Materials as codified in US CFR 49, vehicle safety, vehicle
inspections, offensive as we.l as defensive driving, and Department of Transportation and Federal.
Motor Carrier Regulations.

Essex is also experienced in the collection and evaluation of security and antiterrorism data for
" facilities worldwide. Essex developed a Security System Operational Recording and Analyses

System (SSORA) for the Defense Nuclear Agency. The equipment and procedures associated
with this system were designed to allow for a total system evaluation of weaknesses associated
with physical security, command'and control, training, and crisis management. Data collection
from separate groups in an exercise can be quickly correlated to show who Was doing what and
when it was being done. The data can be video, radio and computer communications, and direct
observations. It makes comprehensive training examples for post-exercise review.'

.. Essex was the prime. contractor for the DOD "RED CELL" Antiterrorism Assistance
, Program. Essex evaluated the threat, conducted realistic exercises, collected and analyzed data,

Sand developed both site specific and generic training materials for US Navy bases worldwide.
. Over 100 training video products were produced during this program. Essex is' currently "

- "conducting security training programs for the Department of State and the Federal Aviation
Administration. A list of recent Crisis Management, Security Training, and Antiterrorism
programs are included in Attachment "A.

' oa



Essex Corporation.
Response to Federal Register Notice
-Page -3 .

Essex conducted numerous studies on operator performance, fitness for duty, and truck driver
. safety for the Departments of Defense and Transportation. Essex was responsible for the original

research that led to the development and adoption of the national Commercial Driver's License,
(CDL). Essex developed and pre-tested a battery of skill and knowledge tests that became the
standard in each state. Essex personnel wrote a comprehensive Model Driver's License Manual
containing all the information needed by CDL applicants to pass the CDL knowledge tests and an
Examiner's Manufal or use by CDL license examiners in administering the tests.

We currently have a contract w~ith the Federal Highway Administration to :researclh the causes
of truck driver fatigue and its effect on driver performance. The ultimate goal of the research is
the development of effective countermeasures to driver fatigue.

This overview illustrates the fact that Essex has developed the expertise and skills needed to
maximize efficiency and safety in nuclear fuel transportation. We would like to have the chance to
work with DOE in support of the transfer of the training, lessons learned, and safeguards and
security technologies'which must be an integral part of the success of this upcoming program.

We look forward to attending the pre-solicitation conference this summer and the
development of this important program. Ifyou have any questions, please don't hesitate to call on
US.

""Sincerely,

Martin G. Every
Senior Vice President.

Attachment (1)
Orig,.+ 3 copies . •
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ESSEX CORPORATION'S RELEVANT CONTRACTS
IN ANTITERRORISM AND SECURITY.EVALUATION AND TRAINING

• ,CntAwr ,'n, eic . ,Cntract.ng......... .. . " tn ....d Scope,

DNA-00l-82-C-0066 $4,100.000 1932 1988 Defente Nuclear Agency Located at various training and operational facilities worldwide. Includeg
Special Exarclse*. 7031 Force on Force. WADS. end Special Forces Training involving MILES.

-- . •,, .. 325-7395 Number of exercise sltos: over 60 worldwide. ,

DNA-O01-85.C-O016 03.900.000 1985 '1987 Defense Nuclear Agency. Air Force (storage site end quick response areasf . Navy (storage depots).
7031325-7395 .. Army (storage depots and system test site). NATO (storage sites) (over 400

' • - .. "total events). Number of exercise sites: 14 U.S. and 10 Europe.

Classified contract 0 3.000.000+ 1938 1998e U.S. Nawv. Navy Security Average of 20 events at each bm for e total of over 600 events. Over 100
Coordination Team final video anti/counter-terrorism products developed. Number of exercise

,___ .__ ...... ____.______ astes: 8 U.S., 7 Europe,. 12 Pa-ifle.

DE-ACO4-86-AL-32307 025,000,000 1985. present U.S. Department of Won award to manage the Transportation Safeguards Academy for DOE.
. DE-ACO4-88AL43518 : .. Energy, Ms. Debbi Miller, Includes all Curriculum Development and Instruction for DOE couriers. etc.

DE-ACO4-93ALS1124 , • TSD-Albuquterqutei•

*'P.O. 87545 DOE $12.400 1988 1986 Assist. See, Defense Design and conduct of asecudriysyatem evaluation at Savannah River and
- . Affairs, DOE Idaho Fells facilities.

OPM-87-9036 " . . $396.000 1987 . 1987 U.S. Army. Jack Vincent Development and delivery of a classified multimedia, computer-beased,
•OPM), 202/132-6172 Interactive system to teach indivdual or group armed response toatics to

____,_ _,_ _ . __ defeat an attempted theft of nuclear materials from a weopons storage site.

Subcontrat't1 XZYX Corp 019.000 1988 .1988 Department of State. Comprehensive hostage/berloaode situations at enmabeay locations. Number
Office of Diplomatic of exercise sites: 3 US. Evaluation and ootinter-trrodmrn training videos
Security. Mr. Al - were developed.

- Gowing, 2021663-7395

NA $. 020.000 • 1988 1998 International Olyhpic • Essex with ISM. Inc. was contracted to the International Olwrplce Conmmttee
Committee, Seoul . to do final evaluation of anti. and counterterroriem preparedness at all major

_ _ ... _ _-_ • __.__.. Korea).1988 " Olympia sites In Korea for the Seoul Olymplos 1988.

O 0PM-91-2975 $130.000- 1995 present FAA Security, Me. Essex conducted In-depth task analysis from existing documentation and. Florence Potter. 2021267- interview with subject mnatter experts to develop a course to support secuity

19 3114 specialists participate In facility acquisition activities.
• 073,000 1991 " 1991 FAA SecurtMy . Essex conducted a task analysis and developed a curreculm for initial

Roohelle Kober. 2021267- training of the FAA Federal Security Manager position. Essex provided
S" .• . 3328 . management overview of the entire course, coordinated the Irnpt of several

.. ' " .Independent training subcontractors. and developed and conducted a
- ... classroom security exercise.

OPM-91-2975 • . 011.200 1992. 1992 Department of State. Dr. Review of training cour lessons being developed for the AntiterrorimnCap Frenk(OPM), 202/ Program for US Department of State.

653-7057

OPM-91-2975 . 055,000 1996 present Department of State. Mr. EssexIs developing a CD-ROM database for the Office of Antiterrorism
" • John Cupp. 2021663-0265 Akslstnceo. The database will combine an existing landmlne database with

- .. improtsed explosive device data from the FBI's database and several.
relevnht documents.
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June 12,1996

Mr. Daniel AL Dreyfus, Director . - "
Office of Civilian RadioactiveWaste Management.
RW-l Room 5A-085
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Dreyfu.s:

Enclosed are the comments of the Western Interstate Energy Board's High-Level
Radioactive Waste Committee on OCkWM's Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage, and..
Transportation Services issued on May 28, 1996..

The Committee does not believe that the Notice provides adequate information with which
to evaluate the scope of services w•hich OCRWM intends to obtain from private parties with
regard to'a nuclear waste shipping campaign under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. The
Committee is fearful that this lack of information could resultin the implementation of a totally.
unacceptable and inadequate transportation system.

It is also not clear to the Committee what step in the administrative process the"Notice
represents. However, despite this lack of clarity, the Committee wishes to ensure that it provides
OCRWM with its views prior to any important decision being made with regard to this critical
program.

* •Sincerely,

Daniel Nbc, Co-Chair
High-Level Radioactive Waste Committee

Richard Moore, Co-Chair -

High-Level Radioactive Waste Committee

cc: Linda Desell, Director Environmental and Operational Activities Division
Michelle Miskinis, Contracting Officer, U.S. Department of.Energy.

* Markus Popa, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.

6001)t1i Soret. Suite 1704 South Tower. Dener. CO 80202.5447
* * Phone 303/•5738910 Fax 303/573-9107'

Home Page ht:/www.westjov.oTowicb



Comments of the High-Level Radioactive Waste Committee
of the

Western Interstate Energy Board
o1. the OCRWM Notice of Wakte Acceptance*Storage,.and Transportation Services

Issued May 28, 1996

The Notice ofAcceptance, Storage mad Transportation Seriices issued by the Department
of Ene•rgy's Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) on May 28, 1996
* presents inadequate information upon which to evaluate the scope of services being requested
from private parties. The lack of information about OCRWM's intentions leaves open the
prospect that a wholly inadequate transportation system may result. Such. a system would fail to
meet the objectives of western governors as outlined in numerous policy statementst and would
be unacceptable to western states.

The'entire approach taken by DOE in the Notice represents a major departure from its
" past approach for dealing with transportation planning and fails to build upon lessons learned from

other DOE radioactive waste. program activities including most notably, DOE's Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP).transportation program. As the Committee has stated several times in'the'
past, in order to establish a credible and effective radioactive waste transportation program, DOE
cannot abdicate its responsiility for coordinating with states and tribes and for evaluating the
various required transportation components.

There are six specific shortcomings that may result from the transportation system
nU.UU.U £11 UInC CiLW. d""

1. It appears that DOE's selected contractor, not the department; will be
- responsible for "interface with those States, Local and Tribal governments along the
selected routes." It has taken DOE years to establish responsible relationships with western
governors and regulators. As years of experience have/shown in DOE's weapons production and
subsequent cleanup activities, where DOE contractors are put in charge of interacting with state
and local governments on federal programs, failure will follow. An important lesson from these
experiences is that those who are ultimately responsible for implementing federal policy (i.e.,

* DOE) must be directly accountable'for actions taken to implement such policy. DOE cannot
delegate this responsibility to a contractor. _ -
:.Therefore, the Notice should clearly state that any selected contractor is responsible for

A. "ssting DOE in interfacing with those State, Local and Tribal governments along the selected
routes."- If DOE issues contracts for services, the contracts should provide a clear system of
incentives and rewards that effectively encourage the contractor fo successfilly work with DOE.
and state, loal, and tribal governments. .

2. It appears that'DOE will rely on contractor recommendations on thi routes to be.
used to ship spent fuel and'HLW to a federal facility. It is inappropriate for DOE to delegate
such a critical public policy decision tb a contractor. As western governors hiave repeatedly



stated, it is the responsibility of the Department of Energy to evaluate alternative shipping modes
and routes.

Additionally, the proposal to'allow a contractor to select routes is incongruous with the
- schedule for efficient preparations along shipping routes. Efficient allocation of Section.180(c) .

resources requires advanced notice of shipping routes. Based on the work ofwestern states, we
estimate that such notice ofshipping routes needs to be p*rovided at least five years before.
shipments begin. According to the May 28 Notice, DOE will sign 5-10 year contracts for
transportation services. However, based on western states' views of the time needed to designate
routes, the contractor would not be shipping any material for at least the first five years of its

* contract, since its first task would be to recommend routes. The Notice 's allowance of two to
three years for the selected contractor to procure transportation and storage equipment and
achieve operational readiness is therefore clearly an insufficient amount of time if DOE intends to
rely.on carriers to select routes.

* •The problems associated with the carrier selecting routes are exacerbated by DOE's
• proposal to have up to four carriers. For the western states, this means potentially dealing with

four different contractors, using four different routing analyses through the same region. Such
potential inconsistency in route selection will aggravate an already difficult problem, and
underscores the importfice of DOE establishing routes in advance, in consultation with affected
states and tribes. Although the Committee supports the use of competition as a means of
minimizing program costs, it is nevertheless imperative that multiple contractors utilize uniform

* routes.

3. It appears from the.Notice that DOE is delegating to its contractor the decision of
which transportation mode(s) will be.used to ship spent fuel and HLW. Will the decision of
which mode to use be decided by default based on'cask.availability or carrier preference? What
role will corridor states have in the selection of the transportation mode? What role will utilities

" have in the selection of the transportation mode?

The major public policy decision of which mode of shipment to use should not be

delegated to acontractor, but should be the product of careful analysis of the.relative safety of
alternative modes and routes conducted by the accountable agency - the Department of Energy.

. t Furthermore, the modi selected will likely be dictated by the type of canister chosen for
the transportation program. The choice of canister is yet another area where contractors under
the Notice could be making decisions which should be made by DOE on the basis of a careful

J analysis of risks. It should be noted that when deciding upon the type of canister to use, the
analysis provided by the Navy in its currently developing EnvironmentalImpact Statement for a
Container System for the Management of Neival Spent Muclear Fuel, should be taked into
account...

" " 'Also regarding the choice of canister, the Committee recommends that DOE reexamine .
both the scope of services requested 'from a potential contractor and the intention stated in the
Notice to use competitive "fixed-price type" contracts. Fixed-price contracts may be ap'propriate

, to competitively procure direct transportation services. However, such a contract may. be

.X"
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inappropriate where the costs'involved are less certain, as with the design and fabrication of
transportation casks. The Committee recommends that DOE consider using separate contracts
'for such services.

4. It appears that DOE intends to give its contractor the authority to alter the order
of spent-fuel acceptance 'to achieve efficiency of operation or to lower cost. Improving
efficiency of operation and lowering cost are important. However, the exercise of such contractor
discretion must not result in insufficient notice to corridor states of the shipping modes and routes

" to be used. Specifically, no alterations of the order of spent fuel acceptance should be permitted if
such'alteration would result in the use of shipping routes which have not been identified at least
five years prior to shipmentand on which. inadequate preparations are in place.

The Standard Contract for the Disposal of Spent Fuel and/or High-Level Radioactive
Waste allows the exchange of approved delivery commitment schedules with parties to other
contracts with DOE for disposal, providing that DOE approves such exchanges in advance.
Pursuant to the Notice, is DOE delegating this approval authority to the contractor? If not, what
role will DOE have in approving changes to pickup ichedules that the contractor wishes?

S. The Notice ignores the need to properly integrate waste acceptance, storage, and
transportation with other key responsibilities which DOE has under the NWPA. For
instance, the Notice does not provide for coordination with activities'required of DOE under
Section 180(c) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Section 1 80(c) requires the Secretary of Energy •
to provide training for emergency responders through whose jurisdiction the Secretary plans to
transport spent nuclear fuel. Conducting this transport through a privatization effort does not

- eliminate the need to provide such training. Therefore, any request for services by OCRWM
:- Seonshould specifically require the contractor to factor in a schedule for the provision oftaining. uner

Section I80(c).

6. The Notice fails to'specify anyrole for corrid6cr states in advising DOE on
appropriate elements of a future Requestfor Proposals or in the review of.proposals. As the
experience With WIPP transportation preparations has showin there are features of carrier
contracts which are important to maintaining the safety of shipments. For example, the WIPP
-carrier contract requires the use of drivers who have at least 100,000 miles of accident free
driving experience, establishes driver screening and driver training programs that are auditable,
requires carriers to provide an operating plan to corridor states, establishes safe parking areas.
creates vehicle maintenance in inspection procedures, allows for state.audit of contractor.

, compliance with contract provisions, etc. Critical safety features, such as limitations on times of
transit in high risk areas, and limitations on travei during seasons of severe weather, need to be
-incorporated into carrier contracts. Provisions for operational coordination between DOE, the
carrier, and state and local officials in corridor states also need to be incorporated into the carrier:
contract. 'At a minimum, OCRWM needs to adopt the successful WIPP model in which states
participated in the selection of transportation service contractors. ' *.

Finally, the WIEB High-Level RadioactiveWaste Committee recommends that OCRWM
clarify the process it will use from this point forward in the aýquisition of iransportation services.

i
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The Committee also requests that it be provided with all future notices from OCRWM associated
with the acquisition of transportation services. Such notices should be sent to:.

. Western Interstate Energy Board
- 600 17th Street, Suite 1704 South
'Denver, CO 80202.

. FAX 303/573-9107
E-mril: ddecesare@westgov.org ..

.WGA Resolution 95-020 identifies eight necessary steps to prepare for NWPA shipments:

I 1The preparation of a comprehensive tasportation plan that includes the analysis of all needed

traportatibn safety activitiesin a single document;
2. The. development ofresponsible criteria for selecting shipping router,

* 3. The development of a sound methodology for evaluating optional mixes of rutes and transportation modes;

4.-The expeditious amendment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act to provide states and tribes with technical
* assistance and training finds prior to any large-scale, shipment of spent fuel to a repository andlor centralized
staorge facilities whether such facilities are publicly or pri',ately owMed.

* S. The prohibition on an major shipping campaign to inte-im storage facilities tmtll such technical assistance
and training funds have been provided at least three years prior to the commencement of such shipping
camp,-gn;

6. Adoption of regulations to implement a mutually acceptable program of technical assistance and training
funds, such as those recommended by the Western Governors' Association;

7. Appropriations to fund technical assistance and training monies to states and tribes through whose

jurisdiction spent fuel and high-level radioactive wast4e are to be transported; -d

8. The full-scale testing of casks to be used to ftansport spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste.

In WGA resolution 92-004 (readopted June 23,1995), the governors state that;

1. The objectiie of the Western Governors' Association is the safe and uneventfltl transport of nuclear waste
from current temporay storage facilities to more suitable permanent repositories. The Western Governors am
committed to working with Congress and DOE to achieve this objective.

2.- Early coordination 'and effective c 'ommtrnictions with state, tnribal and local governments is essential to the
ultimate success of anuycear waste transportaton program.

3. DOE should proceed expeditiously mith the implementation of the initiatives identified in the mAiN to
provide uniform safety procedures and qobrdination with state, rialand loca gove'ment for route-

controlled DOE shipping cwapaigns ano shipments to DOE facilities.

-4. A sbafety and information prolz rnesimild to that developed Ith western states for shipments of transurantic
waste to WIPP .should be utilized for an oute-controlled DOE shipping campaigns. Safety programs should be



evaluated and improved as needed.

5. DOE should woro identify fleble funding resorces and cooperative agreements between their civilian,
power and defense agencies as a means for supporting WGA and DOE ipplication of lessons learned throigh

* the WIPP safety program to other DOE shipping campaigns.&.

WGA Resolution 93.003 szalc

1. The Western Govmnors' Association finds that, as a result of previous federal government iaction imd
*delays, and a lack of strategic planning involving stakeholderm DOE cannot develop a national transporution

* •program in t to meet the 1998 spent fuel acc-ptance dat•.

'2. In order.to expedite development of a system for accepting commercial spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste, the federal government must expand its focus beyond siting and development, in
coordination with the stat, a logical, and timely transportation progrm. Tb involves DOE policy

*• comintments to:
* . . ', develop ressible routing criteria.

develop a sound methodology for evaluating optional mixes ofroutes and transporttion modes;
'fix the shipping origins and destinations points as early as possible;

ensure the availability of rail and tuck shipping cislc"
expeditiously evaluate and select the design for a multi-purpose cask ..

'conduct full-scale cask- testing;
fulfil mergency preparedness requirements (Section I80() of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments)

prior to shipping spent fuel.
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.Holtec Center, 555 Lincoln Drive.%Vst, Marlton, N) 08053

Telephone (609) 79709009
-HNT NI C fax(609) 797-0909I NTERNATIONAL ""

June 13, 1996

... Ms. Michelle siskinis . -
Contracting Officer
U.S..Department of Energy

*. 1000 ndependence Avenue SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

Attention: BR-561.21

Dear Ms. Miskinis. .

Holtec International'herewith.wishes to express an interest in the
. subsequent actions, notices and correspondence related to the'

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management contracting for..
•spent nuclear fuel acceptance, storage and transportation supplies
..and services noticed in.the Federal Register, Volume.61, Number 103'
'dated May 28# 1996. -

Holtec International is a leading supplier of spent nuclear fuel
storage technology in.the world,' having supplied over 70,000
storage cells for spent fuel pools.' This represents approximately

"60% of all the spent fuel assemblies discharged to-date in our U.S.
commercial power plants. In addition, over the past year, Holtec

- has had a major. impact in the'dry spent fuel storage market with
the commercial sale of eleven .(11) of ourtHI-STAR 100 MPC Systems "
to ComEd for Dresden Unit 1 fuel. These large dual-purpose casksare designed for both storing and transporting spent fuel and are

S...-n strict compliance with Revision.5"of the U.S. DOE's Design • . "
Procurement Specifications for MPC Systems., Holtec has submitted
the HI-STAR.100 MPC System to the NRC for 1OCFR Part 72 storage

. certification (DocketU 72-1009) and for. 10CFR'Part 71 transport
certification (Docket# 721-9261)? .;n 'daitioni Holtec. has developed
a HI-STORM 100 concrete storage module for the HI-STAR MPCs and'.

"this'iystem has also'been submitted to the NRC for eventual'storage
certification.' Holtec Was selected recently as one of two''

,technologies to be used.in the design process by a 0o0sortium of',
twelve U.S. utilities engaged in siting and licensing a Private.
Spent FMel Storage facility. Over *the next several'years,. Holtec. " "

.anticipates the sale of. approxiriately 50-60 of the HI-STAR/HI-STORM.
. 100 Systems to utilities needing dry spent fuel storage. ' .

Holtec has .several initial. coMMents and general "concerns with
kespect to the informati6n and issues outlined in the Federal
Register Notice. They are:
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Ms. Michelle. Miskinis
US.. Department of Energy.
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a) Free market policies shouillddictate the sale of MPC cani•ters
and transport casks for use by the service contractors and a

. specification of system design tequirements and capabilities should
-be used to. entablish the dollar amount of r.b'tes. and .credits at
the repository or interim storage site(s). Simply stated, the U.S.
DOE should a priori establish a concise definition for a standard
and. acceptable canister system and identify those additional.'

- features and desirable characteristics whichwould result in
avoided costs to.DOE or the service contractors. Systems which

* minimize DOV costs and repository requirements or storage site
- ""infrastructure should be selected with higher priority or stated. -preference in the purchases of vendor spent fuel canister2 .

transportation casks and storage modules.

b) " Nuclear utilities should have some direct management role
and/or oversight function with the service contractors since these
Contractors.will in effect be reimbursed for their'services with*
funds provided by the various utilities. This would include some
flexibility and discrimination within each utility organization

* with respect to selecting fuel assemblies ahd setting schedules for
-shipments to the repository or interim storage site..

Holtec would also like to receive some guidance and insight .
whether it needs to link itself within potential service .contractor
teams in order to ensure it has an opportunity to bid. our HI-STAR

• and HI-STORM MPC Systems .in the procurement phase. Does Iloltec
need to 'be on a. wzinning'service contractors team at thb timb of
awordin order to supply these systems?

.. If *you have any questions or comments, or if you require additional
information on Holtec International, in regard.to this expression of
interest, please'do not hesitate to contact me at (609)197-'0900 (x-

*'• 611 or x-612) .*

Very truly ,yours,"'". •' " -:." •,. . •' " i .. ,.

David.•,/4?erg
Vice President

cc Dr D Elias (Coo.Ed)
4WWm - Mr. S. Brewer• (AEPSC)

I.
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CALLE &ASSOCLATES
in1 Oveelook Odfte Lusby. Md 20967 &'Telephone (410) 32142igPz 40 U48

U.S. Department PfEnaff
)OD0 Independenc Ave, $.w.

Atn: H-56121
Wadsingtonj D.C. -2V5SS

PerM ~s. sI

June26, 1996• ° °.. ,

Tha.o you fb, dsc.-contractual opportunis with me earger today. T would Mce totake this opponuniy to formally introduce our finm, Culk & Associates. We specialize in•e ring and Environm• ntal Consulting Seri.ce.. Calle & Associates qual0fies A'Small Disad tg Busin. s Enterprise umder the provions of th Smart Business A.

Per owr conversation I am irequesting copiei ofi the Draft Statemew of WodL and otherpertinant documents assodated with the Office Of CWIvlian )Radloaztive WaseManagemet s plan for the acceptance, storage and tiansportation of radioactive Waute.Our firmIs very infrested in particpating In the preso.lchation conference for this
program scheuled fbrJuly9,1996. Please send a0 documentation* to gthe above address.
Thn you vay much for yor assistance. Plea-.contact us a (410)316-4389 with any
questio. S YOU may have.

I *

*Sinccrely,

I t .ae X
President

MOCI=a

-cc: File
OCRWM-001*

Q
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Kindrick Trucking Company
2818 Roane State Highway, Harriman, Tennessee

(423) 882-0457 Facsimile (423) 882-971w

June 19, 1996

.1..Ms. Michelle Miskini"s
; Contracting'Officer

U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20585 .

Attn: HR-561.21"

RE: Federal Register Notice, May 28, 1996
.o

Dear Ms. Miskinis, . .

Kindrick Trucking Co., inc. (KTC) has been in6usiness since 1946 and transportingradioactive, and hazardous materials/wastes since 1981. We wish to be notified ofmeetings, regulations, etc. concerning waste acceptance, storage and transportationServices-

Comments:

#3 While understanding your desire'to preserve competition by dividing the countryinto regions, you will drive your final costs up by not allowing a single contractormore than two regional service contracts. There are nTiany fixed costs associatedwith transportation. Limiting the volume to apply these fixed costs will result inhigher quotes. Additionally, the majorityofyour nuclear qualified carriers are
-preently providing nation-Wide service.. .

Please contact me personally. if additional information is needed.-

Q

Sincerely,-

KINDRICK TRUCKING COMPANY, INC.''

l R. Wikeb...*3

BRW~k6b '.-": .. "



* To: . DeborahEvans . "

.. rom ; . M a -kus Popa
Date:. 06/28/96 08:27:31 AM " . •"Subjeib person for DvASMt's stuff

p Please put this person on -the mailing list' for anything involving what Dwight and Dave are doing with the
market driven stratejy .... and if you could, anything you've already sent....thanks... mp

* DaleDeCesare "
Western Interstate Energy Board
600 17th Street, Suite 1704 South Tower
Denver, CO 80202-5401,.

o.
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. • MARTIN GIERN & ASSOCATES, INC.

551 03a&u& Road, Suite 202

(/5~
•-.pr.- .piel d, VA 22151-3M40•.7• •i-9414o • A Fax;7Q-911-.29 "..June 28, 1996 . . " F

Ms. Connie Macaluso AND Ms: Michelle MislniLs
Environmental and Operational Activities - -
The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste

" US DOE 'VIA FAX 202 586 1047
Forrestal Building .' 202 634 44191000 Independence Ave SW -

Washington DC 20585. . ---.RE: ... 0 , PRSUCTT.NCFRN. 
O ACUIITO OFTASOTTO

RE: PRESOLICITATION CONFERENCE FOR ACQUISITION OF TRANSPORTATIONSERVICES

Dear Ms. Macaluso and Ms. Miskinis: * . .

P

We request to be registered for the referenced conference to be held On July 9.1996.
We request to receive the Draft STATEMENT OF WORK, lnd -the Draft WasteAcceptance, Transportation and Storage Concept of Operations In Hardcopy.

We appreciate YOUr cooperation and look forward to meeting you.

* Most sincerely yours,.

"JUoseph A. Malley, Sr. Prin.ipal

:TOTA~L P.61
:!



To:

From:
Date.-
Subject

Deborah Evans
David K Zabransky
William Lemeshewsky
07/01/96 09:07:06 AM
RSA Marling

Per telcon with Miskinis to
J. Pride
Scientific Ecology Group
P 0 Box 2530
oak Ridge, Tn. 37830

lay, pis send copy of same info to:

4P-
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June 27, 1996

Dear Ms. Miskirbs

* I-

I

Thank you ivery much (or fte Informatloa yougapve me via phone 6/27/96.
Will you please provide me with the draft statement of work and the draft concept of
operatiom..,. ,

Sincerely,

Tim
. 'Produc

.-" Hanma

DoICy
:t Manager
t Packagin Dept.

3330 AMISMOSE AVKW.E
S PACE PAAK EAST

AMVMuE TN 3,2074716
15) M•MI - .

'• .

630 TRIAD OPAM
GREErNSMAOf N.C. 274MMS4
(M) O- 34279
FAX (910J 560-4=W

SM0 SEMAC ROAD
suITm3
*JACCSOWL M. XL 3U4-S7m* -

FAX M341 738-41

.106 0000R1014 RIWrt
SUITE 101
BAIA 94O*WM. AL. $9217.1 55
(Mw) t56-9077.
FAX PM05 NO64063
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Facsimile
Cover Sheet

and Pfocedumsa.
No. 39 005110

RAYTHEON

UeMsai No.

lo Telephone No. LoatiborAD"*eMeMs. Michelle Misinis
OanazatJon 

F"x No. .
DOE' 

202-634-4419 '_"From 
Telepl No... mail SlopBob BranIck -*Director, Engingerlng & 703-416-5 . .Construction Prorams •_____-__....__"__

'Raytheon Eng iner a constructor Telephone. (703) 416-58 00Washington Operctkmns FAX. (703).416-5909..1215 Jefferson Davis Highw ay RayComNet - 333suits 1500
* AringtotVA 22202
aWaage: .

• =i is • • @
gbur MS. MISKInIU:

Per our discussion, please add me to your bidder'small[ig flst for OCRWM's Acquisition ofTransportation Service for Spent Nuclear fuels and Other .saocate ActivItis.
-Thank vwu for vnur hg|n. " " .'

Conlente: TOMa Pgs TrnMSniftsd...j.Jncludr.g "r Pape

I-

I

i~We: v. ITm taei no; tVwervg cow"Ifmy or 1 noof ~iveo pyh~e~4~paJy. Pilte VcWa
V. No dasgled Wwmiabin OW abe wo ý6Unk

3. NO ttcOWCA! Mrs8 iwero to0 CV0 4re0 afldgs or arrik-u $hft# Do
4: Ptrvee' matedel shaff be sent to an7 WIE~iendew'rno7V an Dfter*d mX&M i reqams teweptcn

T "d

- ---------
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To: Deborah Evans, David K Zabransky
-cc: Dwight Shelor
From: William Lemeshiewsky
Date: 07/02/96 09:22:56 AM
Subject: " RSA mailing

Based on Miskinis cal today, pIs mafl a p*ac-kage to
Rita Bowser
C/o Studsvik Inc.'
12110 Sunset Hills Rd..
Reston, Va. 22090

.J



a TRISM company

I>:.
Ti-Stute Motor '•anlt Co.
Post Office Box 113'
Joplin, Missourl 64902417 624 3131

July 2. 1996

Ms. Michelle Miskinis '
Contracting Officer (DOEFHR 561.21)
U.S. Department of Energy.
1000 Independence Ave. S.W.
Washington. D.C. 20585

Fax. 202-634-4419

I am requesting coples of the fo0lowir
distribution at the pre-solicftation con

Draft Statement of Work
• Draft Statement of Waste Acc

• Transportation and Storage C:

Thank you for your assistance.

Respectfully, .

documents which are planned for
erence on July 9, 1996.

;ptance
•ncept of Operations

- I

* I

Joel Carroll-Maxwell
Logistics Coordinstor"
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